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Editorial
WELCOME to the January – February 2021
issue of The Visual Artists’ News Sheet.

which was installed at Rua Red Gallery in Tallaght, Dublin.

Happy new year! After a diﬃcult year, we
hope you all enjoyed a peaceful festive season. This issue has a broad thematic focus
on artist-led practice, with timely profiles on
various DIY projects, artist collectives, residencies, workspaces and other visual arts
infrastructure.

In our Career Development profiles, we
hear from three Irish artists working across
various disciplines – Aoife Dunne, Pascal
Ungerer and Kevin Francis Gray – who oﬀer
insights into the progression of their practices to date. In columns for this issue, Miguel
Amado discusses curating as civic practice,
while our recent Art Writing Award-winner
Meadhbh McNutt reflects on her recent art
writing workshop at CCA Derry~Londonderry, titled ‘Should Artists Write?’ In addition,
Albert Weis discusses ‘The border’ – a group
exhibition featuring several Irish artists at
Deutscher Künstlerbund, Berlin, which considered the historic legacy of the Troubles,
while reflecting upon current restrictions
and insecurities in the context of a looming
Brexit trade deal.

As well as profiles highlighting a range of artist-led studios (including The Complex, Atelier Maser, Graphic Studio Dublin, spacecraft
and Vault) we also hear from NINE, Angelica
and Na Cailleacha – a set of new artist collectives and networks that have been established during lockdown to enhance visibility
and provide peer support for fellow artists.
This issue also takes a look at several experimental artist-led projects taking place outside the gallery and largely disseminated via
social media. John Busher discusses ‘Sift’,
a painting exhibition on the grounds of Wilton Castle in Wexford; and Rachel McIntyre
interviews Eleanor McCaughey and Richard
Proﬃtt about their temporary exhibition in
East Wall, Dublin, titled ‘What Remains of
This Place?’ Also in this issue, Róisín Foley
discusses the artist-led residency, Oileán
Air 2020 on Cape Clear Island, which this
year hosted Brigid O’Dea, Vicky Langan and
Noah Rose. We also hear from the students
of NCAD’s second year MFA programme
and their recent exhibition ‘We Are Solitary’,
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During the preparation for this issue, galleries and museums were still closed to
the public, with no guarantee of reopening
before Christmas. For this reason, we were
reluctant to commission our usual series of
exhibition reviews. Therefore, the Critique
section for this issue focuses on art books
published in Ireland. The books reviewed
include: Dennis Dinneen: Small Town Portraits; Winter Papers, Volume 6; Curriculum:
Contemporary Art Goes to School; Everything is Somewhere Else; and Art, Ireland,
and the Irish Diaspora.
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THE LATEST FROM THE
ARTS SECTOR

Zurich Portrait Prize 2020
The National Gallery of Ireland has
announced that the winner of the 2020
Zurich Portrait Prize is Aidan Crotty, for Portrait of a Boy, Morning (2020). The subject
of the portrait is Crotty’s oldest son, Rían,
who is eight years old. Rían sits in a chair,
eyes closed, his face absorbing the warmth
of summer morning sun. Crotty began the
portrait in the spring while schools were
closed due to the lockdown, and it reflects
that absence of routine and sense of quiet.
The artist notes, “as spring turned into summer, this painting gave a basic structure to
the day and is a record of our time in confinement”.
The Zurich Portrait Prize seeks to promote interest in contemporary portraiture as well as enhance the ever-evolving
National Portrait Collection at the National
Gallery of Ireland. The annual competition
is open to all artists living on the island of
Ireland and all Irish artists living abroad.
The winner receives a €15,000 prize as well
Temple Bar Studio Recipients
Temple Bar Galleries + Studios recently
announced that it has awarded the Three Year
Membership Studios to David Beattie, Jenny
Brady, Forerunner (Tanad Aaron and Andreas
Kindler von Knobloch), Mairead O’hEocha, and
Tamsin Snow. Three Year Membership Studios
at Temple Bar Gallery + Studios offer a longterm tenure to artists who have developed an
established, professional practice. Project Studios have also been awarded to Léann Herlihy, Eleanor McCaughey, Rajinder Singh, and
Suzanne Walsh. Project Studios are aimed at
artists developing exciting emerging practices.
A panel of judges including current TBG+S
Studio Members as well as international curators selected the ten recipients.
In addition to offering a long-term studio
space, TBG+S offers artists the opportunity to
have their work showcased all over the world as
well as enhancing their professional development through interactions with an international array of artists and curators. The artists will
begin their tenure in the coming months.
RHA Annual Awards
The Royal Hibernian Academy (RHA) has
announced that it has awarded over €52,000 to
contributing artists at the 190th RHA Annual Exhibition. Significant portions of the fund
were contributed by RHA’s generous sponsors
and partners, including a €5,000 prize and a
€10,000 commission from the RCSI in association with The Irish Times. The Ireland – US
Council & Irish Arts Review also included their
€5,000 Portrait Prize.
The RHA’s Artist’s Awards winners are as follows: The Ireland – U.S. Council and Irish Arts
Review Portraiture Award to Darragh O’Connell; The Progressive Vision Curtin O’Donoghue Photography Award to Sean Breithaupt;
The Progressive Vision Curtin O’Donoghue
Emerging Photographic Award to thread stories; The Adam’s Award to Simon English; The
De Veres Art Award for a Work of Distinction
to Hugh Frazer; The ESB Keating Award and
Silver Medal for an Outstanding Art Work to
Cecilia Danell; The K+M Evans Painting Award
to Jane Rainey; The Whyte’s Award to Leah
Hewson; The ESB Moran Award for Outstanding Sculpture to Eilís O’Connell RHA; The
Friends of the RHA Award for a Senior Artist
to Fergus A. Ryan; The Alex Bradley Award for
a Mid-Career Artist in any Medium to Colin

as a €5,000 commission to create a new
work of art to be included in the National
Portrait Collection. The two highly recommended artists and their works each
receive a €1,500 prize.
The two highly recommended artists
are: Sarah Bracken for Trailblazer (2020;
embroidery, 70 × 50 cm), the second in a
series focusing on powerful Irish women,
with this artwork centring on LGBTQI+
activist Ailbhe Smyth, via a medium that
was historically used to keep women busy
in the home; and Sathishaa Mohan for
Dylan Logan (2020; photograph, 50 × 34
cm), which depicts the mixed martial artist
of the same name – taken immediately after
his February 2020 loss, his face bruised
and battered – with the fighter half veiled in
the darkness of defeat and half illuminated
by the determination of redemption.
Shortlisted for the 2020 Zurich Portrait Prize are: Amanda Doran, Caroline
Canning, Christopher Lindhorst, ComhMartin RHA; Contemporary Irish Arts Society
Award for a Work of Distinction to Joseph Heffernan; The Graphic Studio Dublin – Wilkinson Award Sponsored by Behaviour and Attitudes to Yoko Akino; The Solomon Fine Art
Award for Sculpture in any Medium to Vera
Klute ARHA; The Morgan O’Driscoll Sculpture Award to John Rainey; The Don Niccolo
d’Ardia Caracciolo Award and Medal to Joanne
McAndrew; The Hanley Energy Sustainability
Excellence Award for a Landscape of Distinction to Blaise Smith RHA; and the RHA Gold
Medal Awarded to Patrick Shaffrey. The artists
currently shortlisted for the RCSI Art Award
in association with The Irish Times are: Dominique Crowley, Cecilia Danell, Colin Martin
RHA, John Rainey and Niamh Smith.
PS2 Freelands Artists 2021–22
PS2 has announced their new cohort of Freeland
Artists Programme of 2021–2022. The programme, funded by the Freelands Foundation,
supports the creative and professional development of new and emerging artists in Northern
Ireland, and promotes the long-term relationships and collaborations between artists and
regional arts ecology.
The artists for the Freeland 2021–2022 programme are: Myrid Carten, Phillip McCrilly,
Helouise O’Reilly, Robin Price, and Jonathan
Ross. The programme supports the association
and collaboration of over 80 emerging artists and
four arts organisations to promote the growth of
artists across the UK outside of London. Partner
organisations alongside PS2 include Site Gallery,
g39, and Talbot Rice Gallery.
The five artists of this cohort will join Jane
Butler, Mitch Conlon, Jasmin Märker, Thomas Wells and BROWN&BRÍ from the second
cohort. The artists Janie Doherty, Michael Hanna, Julie Lovett, Jan McCullough and Emily
McFarland from the first cohort will complete
the programme at the end of this year.
FSAS Awards
The Fire Station Artists Studios (FSAS) in
Dublin has announced the winners of their
2021 Sculpture and Digital Media Bursary
Award. The awardees will recieve free access to
the Fire Station facilities and studios for three
months, curatorial and technical support as well
as a stipend and inclusion in FSAS’ annual FILE
NOTE publication.
The digital media winners are: Isadora

ghall Casey, David Booth, Elizabeth O’Kane,
Emmet Kierans, Gillian O’Shea, Jackie
Hudson Lalor, Kathy Tynan, Laura Fitzgerald, Martin Redmond, Matthew McCabe,
Matthew Thompson, Niamh Smith, Nicholas Benedict Robinson, Patrick Bolger, Paul
Seawright, Simon Walsh, Sinéad Lucey,
Theresa Nanigian, and Vanessa Jones.
Returning again for its second year was
the Young Zurich Portrait prize. The overall
winner for this prize was Eve McParland
with her work on pencil and paper, titled Is
this normal? McParland recieved a €500
prize, as well as high quality art materials.
The other winners by age category were:
Conor McPolin (Ages 6 and Under); Jaiyi
Sun (Ages 7–11); Zili Yang (Ages 12 – 15) and
Johnluka Doherty (Ages 16–18).
The portraits will be on display in the
National Gallery of Ireland until 21 March
2021. The exhibition will then travel to Crawford Art Gallery, Cork, where they will be
displayed from 17 April 2021 to 11 July 2021.
Epstein, an artist and performer who previously
developed work for the Arts Council of Irleland’s 2019 Markievicz Award and for the 2018
TULCA Unselfing: Arrivals programme; and
filmmaker Mieke Vanmechelen, who was shortlisted for the 2020 Miller-Zillmer Foundation
Residency and the 2020 Janet Mullarney Prize.
The sculpture award winners are: Aideen
Farrell, a Dublin-based installation artist who
was recently awarded the Dublin City Council
Residency at St Patrick’s Lodge in 2018 and
Fire Station Artists’ Studios Graduate Award
in 2017; and Deirdre O’Mahony, a visual artist who has received numerous Arts Council
awards, international fellowships, and the 2018
O’Malley Award.
The VAN Podcast
The VAN Podcast is a new podcast series from
Visual Artists Ireland. Published every two
months on Soundcloud, The VAN Podcast comprises online conversations with various contributors to each issue of The Visual Artists’ News
Sheet (VAN). Episode 1 was published in early December 2020. It features interviews with
Cornelius Browne and Frank Wasser, both of
whom developed columns for the November –
December 2020 issue of VAN.
Cornelius Browne is a Donegal-based artist
whose practice has cultivated a devotion to plein
air painting. As a regular contributor to VAN,
Cornelius has beautifully articulated the seasonal fluctuations of painting outdoors, as well
as exploring the many practical, theoretical and
materials concerns in his work. Cornelius’ column for VAN was titled ‘Nocturnes’ and focused
on his impulse to paint outdoors at night.
Frank Wasser is an Irish artist and writer
who lives and works in London. He is a lecturer and art educator at Tate Modern and a PhD
candidate at The Ruskin School of Art, which
is the Fine Art Department of the University
of Oxford. Frank’s column for the November –
December issue was called ‘Word Upon Word
Upon Fallen Word’ and traced the art historical
significance of text-based art in the practice of
American conceptual artist, Lawrence Weiner.
You can listen to the VAN Podcast on SoundCloud by visiting: soundcloud.com/visualartistsireland.
Arts and Culture Recovery Report
Catherine Martin, TD, Minister for Media,
Tourism, Arts, Culture, Sport and the Gaeltacht,

Aidan Crotty, Portrait of a Boy, Morning, 2020, oil
on linen, 120 × 100 cm; courtesy of the artist and
the Zurich Portrait Prize

has announced the publication of the Life Worth
Living report by the Arts and Culture Recovery
Taskforce. The taskforce’s report outlines several
key steps the government can take to support
the arts and culture sector, one of the worst hit
sectors by the COVID-19 crisis, and one that
may take the longest to recover. The taskforce is
led by chairperson, Claire Duignan, executive
director of the Irish Music Rights Organisation.
The numerous recommendations the taskforce made include how to retain artists and
their wider creative, technical, production and
support workforce so the arts and culture sector
can quickly rebound once the crisis has passed.
Also included in the taskforce’s recommendations is a pilot Universal Basic Income (UBI)
programme that would cover a three-year period
for the arts, culture, audiovisual and live performance events sectors. The programme would
ensure a rate of pay inline with the national minimum wage and would be in lieu of other forms
of social welfare payments. Recipients would be
able to earn additional income, which would be
taxed separately.
Ms Martin stated: “I very much welcome
the report Life Worth Living submitted by the
Arts and Culture Recovery Taskforce and thank
each and every member of the taskforce for
their time, expertise and commitment in this
hugely difficult time. I met with the taskforce at
the start of its work and was struck both by the
members’ dedication and also the seriousness of
the situation facing the Arts and Culture sector.”
If the reports recommendations are implemented, Ireland would become one of the first
countries in Europe to implement UBI on a
large scale.
€7 million in Arts Council Bursaries
More than 530 artists across 27 counties and
overseas have received a Bursary Award from
the Arts Council of Ireland. The grants of up
to €20,000 will help musicians, actors, writers,
dancers, filmmakers, and visual and other artists
develop their art.
The state agency for funding and developing
the arts said that, in response to the COVID-19
pandemic, it had added significantly to the
amount available in its second round of bursaries
for 2020, and encouraged artists in every artform
and area of arts practice to apply. In total, more
than €7 million will be invested across the full
range of areas. The average amount awarded in
this round was €13,160.
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MIGUEL AMADO REFLECTS ON MIDDLESBROUGH INSTITUTE OF
MODERN ART, A ‘USEFUL’ MUSEUM.

MEADHBH MCNUTT DISCUSSES HER RECENT ART WRITING
WORKSHOP AT CCA DERRY~LONDONDERRY.

ON 3 FEBRUARY 2018, the London-based

IN SEPTEMBER AND November 2020, I

critic, Ellen Mara De Wachter, penned an essay
on the subject of curatorial activism for Frieze
magazine that mentioned Middlesbrough
Institute of Modern Art (MIMA), a museum
in England, as an example of ‘practices of
civic engagement’: “Miguel Amado [outlines]
an uncompromising curatorial vision for the
museum, [suggesting] how its agency can be
stretched beyond its comfortable limits and
made useful through direct intervention in the
political and economic status quo”.
On that same day, I was opening a new display of the museum’s collection – rebranded as
the Middlesbrough Collection – which I had
co-curated with groups representative of Middlesbrough’s communities, for example people
seeking asylum. This presentation demonstrated
the curatorial rationale and methodologies that I
had been putting forward while Senior Curator
at the museum, which Mara De Wachter was
referring to.
An amalgamation of projects and ideas had
been shaping the singular character of MIMA as
a ‘useful’ museum, as then-director Alistair Hudson named his vision. As he put it in a statement:
“The ambition ... [is to develop] an institution
created by and through its usership, so that the
content and function is increasingly less determined by those in power ... to make the institution the true manifestation of its community”.
Founded in 2007, MIMA had, until Hudson’s
arrival, been following the same programming
model as other museums in England, based on
the rhetoric of ‘bringing great art’ – necessarily
from London – to a given place, as if on a ‘civilising’ mission. Instead of providing a local infrastructure for producing art and ideas, these museums rely on imported content from an imagined
centre, alienating the locale in the process.
This programming model makes museums
interchangeable; an institution in Middlesbrough could just as easily be in Liverpool,
Walsall, Margate, Southampton or wherever – a
phenomenon called ‘institutional isomorphism’
by the critic Morgan Quaintance in a 2014 essay
for Art Monthly. One primary result of ‘institutional isomorphism’ is a museum that mostly
caters to typical demographics – white, middle-class, heterosexual, able-bodied and all the
other characteristics that compose the ‘norm’ –
and ignores the numerous ‘others’ who also constitute the social fabric, thereby contributing to
their exclusion from the realm of culture.
It was in this context that Hudson put forward the notion of ‘use value’ as the guiding
framework for MIMA. His proposal borrowed
from the legacy of the 19th-century Mechanics’ Institutes and the thinking of John Ruskin,
seeking to overcome art’s autonomy through
undertakings that locate creativity at the heart of
everyday life. His plan also combined elements
of Marxist theory with contemporary reflections
around the ‘usologocial turn’, advanced by the
philosopher Stephen Wright.
Hudson implemented his vision under the
rubric of Arte Útil, a term put forward by the
artist Tania Bruguera. Arte Útil translates as

‘useful art’, but útil means more than ‘useful’,
encompassing the notion of a tool or device.
Bruguera states: “Arte Útil moves beyond a
propositional format into one that actively creates, develops and implements new functionalities to benefit society”. As I rephrase it, Arte
Útil encapsulates a shift from art as representation to activism as art.
Arte Útil is a sort of actualisation of Ruskin’s
instigation of artists’ involvement in mundane
tasks (for example building a road), and inscribes
itself in a narrative of art as an endeavour for
societal transformation. This is what I call ‘art
without art’ – an art that should extract itself
from the ‘useless’ domain of the aesthetic and
fuse with social praxis, putting an ethical imperative at its core.
The repurposing of MIMA required a reimagination of the programme, which I carried out.
I instigated an ethos of research, emphasising
production of art (through commissioning) and
ideas as a means to destabilise ingrained templates for programme conception and delivery,
based on the canon and commercial-gallery-led
validation. Through a focus on identity, politics
and representation, propositions around diversity, inclusion and equality drove the generation
of content.
I also established a dynamic mode of programming: the Middlesbrough Collection was
permanently on display. The temporary exhibitions connected to issues and topics relevant to
Middlesbrough’s people, including immigration
and housing, and often involved commissioning
and presenting work by artists with non-Western origins. Commissions were driven by collaborations with groups in the town, involved
regular field trips and workshops that stimulated
participation, and were exhibited or entered the
Middlesbrough Collection. The Middlesbrough
Collection was expanded through acquisitions
focusing on British artists, often women and
individuals from minority ethnic backgrounds.
MIMA was recognised for its institutional
recalibration, the culmination of a new form
of self-directed (and self-imposed) institutional critique. In this sense, it updated the understanding of the museum as “part community
centre, part laboratory and part academy, with
less need for the established showroom function”, as expressed by the curator Charles Esche
in 2001, on the website of the now-defunct
Rooseum, an art centre in Malmö, Sweden.
The best endorsement that MIMA could
have received was from the artist Sonia Boyce,
the first black woman to be selected for the British Pavilion at the Venice Biennale (forthcoming in 2022), who wrote in The Guardian in early 2018: “Some museums – I suppose the type I
am most interested in – forge new relationships
between people and art. In my mind ... art’s job
is increasingly about exploring how it intersects
with civic life. Institutions such as ... Middlesbrough Institute for Modern Art ... are examples
of how such ideas can be put into practice”.
Miguel Amado is a curator and critic, and
director of SIRIUS, Cobh, County Cork.

facilitated an online art writing workshop
series with the Centre for Contemporary Art
Derry~Londonderry, titled ‘Should Artists
Write?’ The idea of an art writing workshop
was first kindly suggested to me by curator
and writer Maeve Mulrennan, as a youth
project for Galway Arts Centre. The chaos of
a viral outbreak didn’t quite provide the right
conditions for launching a workshop, and with
opportunities in general dissolving around me, I
started to question my motivation for pursuing
a remote, transdisciplinary practice in the first
place. ‘Artist-writer’ is a commonplace descriptor
in bios these days. Still, I wondered how many of
us were quietly dealing with imposter syndrome
in our own professional silos? ‘Should Artists
Write?’ evolved with these thoughts.
From the artist’s book to the convention of
the artist’s statement, writing is a well-established part of artistic practice. While aware of
this, Laura McCafferty (Public Programmes
Curator at CCA) and I were no less surprised by
the speed at which slots filled up for the art writing workshop, with a waiting list soon forming.
Art writing is a fragmented genre, and thanks to
the accessible and competitive nature of digital
media, fragments of genre-evading text are not
so unusual today. Text reaches us in increasingly scattered compositions – from multifarious
memes to snappy Tweets and blog posts – their
authority and authenticity always up for negotiation. And wherever authority is antagonised,
you’ll find an artist.
The imperative to write is also bound up in
duties of proposing, documenting and contextualising. Funding depends on it. When conceptual artists like Adrian Piper began to confront
established critics, such as Donald Kuspit, and
take a greater role in the reception of their work
during the ‘60s and ‘70s, a standard of literary
autonomy was set. These strides for autonomy
were later integrated into art education in the
form of mandatory theses and paratext. Many
art students today graduate with a developed, if
stateless, writing practice – the head of a critic
and the hands of a maker. As stated by Gabrielle De la Puente (half of ‘The White Pube’ critic duo) in an article for Vogue: “We were being
primed to be these artists who would read all
these art journals as if it were our own fan fiction.”1 Informed yet often unsure of their role
within critical discourse. What happens when
the research proposal is not so distinguishable
from its aesthetic output? This predicament is
conceptual art’s parting gift – an inevitability of
the artwork’s perpetually expanding criterion.
In working with a disparate art writing
anthology – “an anthology of examples” as Maria
Fusco calls it2 – there is no clear foundational
text. Ambitiously, I began the series with a look
back at the separation of art from its religious
and courtly function – the opening up of artworks as commodities and aesthetic experiences
to a rising European middle class in the 19th
century. From here, we followed the formation
of an avant-garde canon which privileges innovation and criticality. This model set up the art

world as a haven for exiles from other disciplines
(music, dance, journalism, documentary, and so
on) and a mode for the critical appropriation of
said disciplines. If we are to accept this conceptual, speculative understanding of art practice,
the question arises: is an artist’s text descriptive
of or constitutive of the artwork?
The matter of a text’s ‘art status’ leads us to the
art/theory/criticism distinction – itself a tangled
web. With language at large in flux, there is no
simple answer. The first session of ‘Should Artists Write?’ digs into these philosophical underpinnings, with texts from Peter Osborne, Adrian
Piper, Maria Fusco and Susannah Thompson.
The reading list alters as participants shape the
discussion. For example, Susannah Thompson’s
informative essay, ‘The dress of thought: Form
and style in contemporary art writing’,3 was
a brilliant suggestion from art writer Lucie
McLaughlin. The second session examines the
different pull factors of the art status, with texts
from Chris Kraus, Hito Steyerl, Hannah Black
and Aria Dean. Participants then carry out a
writing exercise of their choice to prepare for
the third session.
The final session is my favourite, a gestalt
moment when participants read their creations
aloud to the group (if comfortable to do so).
There is a level of blindness demanded by the
creative art writing process. There may be parts
of the text that illustrate theories but the work
is a testing ground which takes its own unique
form. The critical potential of a text’s form lies
in the capacity to give shape to unexpected, subconscious or otherwise unacceptable material.
This is a point that has come up again and again
in the series: the ambiguity of the text’s art status makes room for messy material neglected by
other literary spheres. Questions that may have
been put to bed by social or psychic structures
are unearthed here.
CCA Derry~Londonderry are currently
working to create opportunities to support art
writing in the future, and a small but lively community is developing around the workshops –
anchored by this term which I once dismissed
as a generic catch-all for art commentary. I hope
that this network of shared curiosity and support
will continue to grow, and ultimately become its
own creature.

Meadhbh McNutt is an Irish art writer
whose work traverses criticism, creative
writing and critical theory.
Notes
1
Kitty Grady ‘Meet The White Pube: The Diet Prada of
The Art World’, Vogue, 8 March 2020.
2
‘11 Statements Around Art Writing’, co-authored with
Yve Lomax, Michael Newman and Adrian Rifkin, in
Maria Fusco, Give Up Art (Los Angeles and Vancouver:
New Documents, 2018).
3
Susannah Thompson, ‘The dress of thought: Form and
style in contemporary art writing’, Journal of Writing in
Creative Practice, Volume 10, Issue 1, September 2017, pp
101-121.
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CORNELIUS BROWNE CONSIDERS ZEN AND THE ART OF OUTDOOR ROBERT RUSSELL REFLECTS ON THE 60TH ANNIVERSARY OF
PAINTING.
GRAPHIC STUDIO DUBLIN.
TWELVE MONTHS AGO, on the first day of our

blighted year, I stood facing the sea with the
wind whipping my rain poncho and painted a
mauve line across a white canvas. This simple
act has assumed an air of ritual. For eight years,
I have devoted New Year’s Day to a seascape,
beginning always with the horizon. My mind’s
inclination, as I lower the brush from this line,
is to ponder what the coming year might carry
ashore – thereby placing my feet upon the stony,
twisting path of anxiety.
This line of paint, for all these years, has
been a challenge to myself. According to my
rudimentary grasp of Zen Buddhism, wu-nien
translates as ‘no-thought’, whilst wu-hsin means
‘egolessness’ or ‘no-mindness’. My formal training as a painter, during four years of art college,
sought to embed me in the world of concepts
and theories – in other words, relentless thinking and explaining. My reaction was stark, and I
now regret my lengthy abandonment of painting, mostly because what vanished were the
decades of my physical prime; outdoor painting
is physically arduous. During those lost years,
the inkling of land beyond that empty sea hinted
that in order to become a nature painter, I would
have to wander further off the map.
Unmapped artists are sometimes described
using terms that are considered derogatory in
some societies: outsider, naive, primitive, folk.
Occasionally, as an alternative, I use the Latin
word nativus, translating as inborn, natural or
original. Likewise, most terms used to describe
‘no-thought’ – such as thoughtless, mindless, unthinking, empty-headed, vague – steer
towards disparagement. For Westerners, being
unthinking has so many negative overtures.
Verbal explanations or reconstructions underpin much of what we see, whenever we place
ourselves before the natural world. We have,
after all, positioned ourselves as custodians over
all things – mapping and measuring with zeal,
our labels dangling from every twig. Among the
first leaves to float from the Zen Tree into my
notebook was the ancient wisdom that only the
empty mind can respond to the things of nature.
Initially I misconstrued this, assuming it meant

emptying the mind of contents. With practice, I
slowly acclimatised to the notion that it means
emptying the mind of mind.
With roots in meditation, the purpose of
all Zen practice is to make one wonder, and to
answer that wonder with the deepest expression
of one’s original nature. Zen is neither religion
nor philosophy; it is a way of liberation. As an
outdoor painter, Zen offers me a way of cleansing the act of seeing and refreshing the act of
experiencing. The walls and ceiling of a studio
would have blockaded this process. Practising
Zen entails not thinking about Zen; rather, it
calls for direct experience of concrete reality.
Buddhists see this as the tathata or ‘suchness’ of
our natural, nonverbal and nonconceptual world.
Returning to that New Year seascape, and the
mauve line inviting symbolic rumination – by
the time I had wrestled my easel into position
against the wind, I had already crossed several
fields on foot, and huddled under my poncho
as a violent burst of rain swept inland. The line
itself held no pretensions to straightness, the
‘subject’ having buffeted my hand midway. The
coldness of the January morning eroded the
jauntiness with which I left home. Gradually, I
cease being the focal point in the landscape; the
focal point is everywhere. The boundary between
experiencer and experience dissolves. The vast
country of the past, and the vaster country of the
future, shrink to pinpoints. I find myself painting entirely in the present – what Zen Buddhists
call the Eternal Now.
The dramatist Dennis Potter got through his
final televised interview by swigging from a hip
flask of morphine. Told the month before that
his pancreatic cancer was terminal, two months
later he was dead. “The only thing you know
for sure is the present tense, and that nowness
becomes so vivid that, almost in a perverse sort
of way, I’m almost serene”. Crossing fields with
my easel, I hear Potter’s voice on the breeze: “the
whitest, frothiest, blossomest blossom that there
ever could be, and I can see it…”
Cornelius Browne is a Donegal-based
artist.

Cornelius Browne, Winter Morning, 2020, oil on board; courtesy of the artist

Mary Farl Powers and Patrick Hickey in Graphic Studio Dublin, Green St. East, circa 1990; photograph by Nickie
Hayden, courtesy of Graphic Studio Dublin

IT IS HARD to believe that it is now sixty years

since artists began using creative processes (such
as etching, lithography, woodcut, and screen
print) to make prints at Graphic Studio Dublin. Not strange in itself, but looking back I
realise that I, also sixty in 2020, have been there
working alongside them for 32 of those years. It
seems so long, yet it has flown by.
In 1960 there was no print studio, nor was
print taught in art colleges in Ireland. Recognising an obvious gap, Elizabeth Rivers, Anne
Yeats, Liam Miller, Patrick Hickey and Leslie
McWeeney, gathered the basic equipment into a
basement in Upper Mount Street. They created
what quickly grew into an exciting and dynamic
space where many artists came to learn and share
skills, inspire each other, and work shoulder to
shoulder developing their creative practices.
When I joined in 1988 the studio had already
moved to Green Street East, having outgrown
Upper Mount Street. By then, the studio was
well established under the leadership of artists
such as Patrick Hickey, John Kelly and Mary
Farl Powers, who had brought fine art printmaking to a professional level in Ireland. In
1988 Mary Farl Powers, James McCreary and
James O’Nolan took a huge leap of faith and
purchased a permanent premises in Temple Bar
for our fledgling gallery. This bold move established printmaking in Ireland as an original art
form, ensuring that the gallery – now a valuable
cultural feature – continued to facilitate artists’
engagement with public audiences. In 2007 the
studio moved into our current permanent home,
a former brewery building on the North Circular Road. This enabled us to radically expand
our education programme, introduce new print
media, and enable artists to continue learning
from their peers – valuable bonuses to sharing
a creative space.
The studio has always been artist-led and
still is today, and this has been the driving force
behind the growth and successes that we have
had along the way, including the many great collaborations such as ‘Art into Art’ and ‘The Holy
Show’ with The National Gallery of Ireland, and
‘The Garden of Earthly Delights’ and ‘Printers

Proof ’ at The Chester Beatty Library. These
types of projects have always been instigated by
the artists themselves, and every time the studio
has faced financial difficulties, members have
stepped forward and enthusiastically organised
all manner of inventive exhibitions and projects
to raise funds. An outstanding example of this
was the exhibition ‘A Natural Selection’ at the
Botanic Gardens (2013) which sold over 900
prints, boosting income for the artists, with a
portion going to the studio.
The introduction of the Visiting Artist Programme in 1980 brought artists who work in
other media to the studio to collaborate with
printmakers on editions. This has had an enormous impact on the quality of printmaking
in the studio. Visiting artists benefit from an
intense creative experience that enriches their
practice, but not being confined by the limitations of printmaking, they bring new challenges
to studio artists that expands their practices. I
began building my skills during the ‘90s, printing editions for artists such as Tony O’Malley,
William Crozier, Felim Egan and Patrick Hickey – an experience that inspired me while honing my techniques.
We began 2020 with great plans for exhibitions and events to fittingly celebrate our 60
years, unaware that the pandemic that has had
such a terrible impact on the world would close
our studio and gallery for much of the year. Like
everyone, we had to adapt. During the year, the
gallery developed an online sales platform that
has lessened the impact of the closure and hosted our first virtual exhibitions. The year ended
with ‘Diamond Point’, a show representing 60 of
the current members of Graphic Studio Dublin.
We now start our 61st year better equipped
for what lies ahead. Watch out for our upcoming
gallery programme, beginning with ‘Kanreki’,
a group exhibition of the Mokuhanga printing technique, followed by a solo exhibition by
member artist, Kate MacDonagh.
Robert Russell is Studio Director of
Graphic Studio Dublin.
graphicstudiodublin.com
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Containing Darkness
Paul Gaffney
Visual Artist

Material Choreography
Anishta Chooramun
Visual Artist

I WAS BORN in Mauritius and now live and

work in Ireland. My work is informed by the
diverse components that create contemporary
society. I see society as a jigsaw puzzle, which
functions through coexistence and co-dependency. I am curious about how humans affect
each other, and how we conceptualise identity.
As we move through the environment, progress from one place to another, encounter different aspects of life, meet new individuals, or
encounter a novel situation, we transform who
we are and we shape our identity. We pick up,
add to and let go of identity markers that no
longer fit us. Whilst these changes help us grow
and become who we are, we also lose a little of
ourselves as individuals. I avoid the overt representation of the human figure, and instead work
with a combination of geometric and organic
sculptural forms. The right angles suggest order,
mathematics, and rationality, while the colour,
curves and surface textures of my work suggest
action and movement.
I find the process of making artworks self-educating. During the fabrication of final artworks, I adjust the materials and scale. Exposing
the fragmentation of thought and feelings, the
sculptures create an abstract jigsaw puzzle, made
from various materials. Audiences are invited to
move through the installed work and visually
piece together the fragments.
For the last two years, I have been working
on self-directed projects involving the sculptural
interpretation of dance, performed by nomadic
travellers. In particular, I focus on elements of
ritual and storytelling within the classical dance
tradition of Kathak, finding ways to translate
gestures from physical performance into material objects. To achieve this objective, I have both
observed and taken up Kathak classes as part of
my research. I have also developed a notation

technique to guide the design and planning of
my sculptural forms, continually testing and
refining the materials I use.
The research and development of my work is
an ongoing part of my art practice. So far, I have
worked on a series of five sculptures inspired
by Kathak dance. At an early stage of development, the work was exhibited at The Dock in
Carrick-on-Shannon, with the final work being
shown at ‘Futures, Series 3 Episode 3’ in the
RHA in November 2019 and a second part of
this series at The LAB Gallery (as part of my
MA graduate show) in January 2020.
In The LAB Gallery, as part of my MA, I
also curated a traditional Kathak dance performance in collaboration with Mudra School
of Indian Classical Dances, based in Dublin. I
worked closely with Indian classical choreographer, Dhaniya Kiran, on a storytelling dance
performance that informs my sculptures and the
concept of my work. For the show in The LAB
Gallery, I invited Kiran to perform amongst my
static sculptures. I included this element of my
process, while it was expressed in the final sculptural work. I wanted the spectators to engage
with both the material form of the physical work
and also the conceptual framework behind it.
Since March, I have been at home working on a smaller project, as well as continuing
some ongoing research into a range of sculptural materials that are both diverse and durable. I
have been working on small maquettes for new
work that will be made of weatherproof materials. I also want to continue to work on collaborative projects with choreographers. One of my
main aims in 2021 is to secure a production studio space for a year, so that I can build towards
future exhibitions.
anishtachooramun.com

Anishta Chooramun, The Kathakars 1:24 – 1:26 (storytellers), 2019; 90 × 70 × 55 cm, courtesy of the artist

Paul Gaffney, Untitled, 2020, video still; courtesy of the artist

FOR THE PAST number of years, I have been

exploring some of Ireland’s remaining ancient
oak forests, where I have been investigating
how I might push the boundaries of immersing
my senses in these natural spaces. I have been
experimenting with how photography, video
and technologies such as VR might be used to
translate a more embodied experience of these
spaces for an audience, which I hope may in turn
encourage a deeper relationship with nature.
A key part of my investigation has been concerned with how we experience space through
movement, in a multisensorial and tactile way,
rather than organising and viewing it from a
separate, isolated distance, as per the rules of the
Western pictorial tradition. In particular, I am
interested in how the non-visual senses can be
activated to develop a heightened awareness of
both the body and environment.
One of these approaches has included walking and photographing in forests at night, which
has resulted in a number of photobooks and
related exhibitions, where I have used sequences
of images to suggest a slow careful movement
through these dark, enclosed landscapes. Stray
(2015) was made in near total darkness in a
dense pine forest during a residency at Cow
House Studios in Wexford, whereas Perigee
(2017) was photographed in the Luxembourgish Ardennes under the light of the full moon.
Over the past three winters, I have spent the
nights around full moon exploring the Glen
of the Downs nature reserve in County Wicklow, which is one of the few sizeable mixed oak
woodlands in the east of the country (I also have
ongoing projects in two of Ireland’s largest oak
forests in Glengarriff and Killarney). For this
particular project I have used extreme low light
video techniques to capture the subtle movement of the moon’s soft, reflected light upon
the topography of this steep, narrow valley. As
the slow quiet narrative unfolds, these meditative scenes are juxtaposed with the heavy traffic
passing through on the N11, which creates a
sense of urgency as the apparently invasive traffic becomes more obvious, and the viewer begins
to identify with, and feel empathy for, an interconnected living environment.
Due to the limited available light and the

need for clear winter skies, it has been a slow
and technically challenging process, which has
involved pushing available camera recording
technology to its limits. The project was developed with the assistance of a Digital Media
Award Residency at Fire Station Artists’ Studios
and a Visual Arts Bursary from the Arts Council of Ireland. In July 2020, I returned to Cow
House, where I began my initial investigations
into how I might display this video work. I used
this time to experiment with a variety of screens,
projectors and projection surfaces in a photography darkroom.
I have had the benefit of being able to compare previous exhibitions of dark projected
images using multiple slide projectors across different venues, including Belfast Exposed, Gallery of Photography and the Centre National
de l‘Audiovisuel in Luxembourg. I have learned
that the trade off between the darkness of the
space and the quality of the screen or projector
used is of critical importance for the resulting
experience. While it may be possible to achieve
a perfect setup in one venue, it is often a challenge to keep this consistent as the work travels
to different spaces.
I have since successfully applied for funding
from Wicklow Arts Office, via their Strategic
Projects Award stream, with a view to collaborating with an architect to design and build a
portable modular system which will allow me
to create the ideal viewing conditions for the
work. It is my hope that this will both enhance
the audience’s experience of immersion in these
landscapes, as well as open up potential opportunities to exhibit the work across a wide variety
of sites, from galleries to more unusual outdoor
environments.
paulgaffneyphotography.com

Notes
1
In the late 1990s, environmental demonstrators carried
out a two-year protest in tree houses and tunnels in the
Glen of the Downs, in a bid to prevent the felling of native
trees as part of a contentious road-widening scheme.
Some remnants of the camp are still visible. A new plan to
further expand the N11 into three lanes through the Glen
is currently on pause.
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A Proposition of Landscape

A Stitch in Time

Laura Kelly
Visual Artist

Fiona O’Hara
Visual Artist

IN MY PRACTICE, I use a layered investigative

and process-led approach to create an expanded form of drawing which references landscape,
surface, materiality and illusion. It is influenced
by five intersecting areas of interest: the landscape tradition, mark-making, perceptual processes, modes of viewing (e.g. panoramas and
vistas) and perspectival systems. The work ranges
from small wall-based pieces, to large site-specific constructed drawings. I create ‘habitats’ for
drawing, in which dispersed, depicted fragments
of line and mark-making can be united through
the viewer’s perception to provide ‘a proposition
of landscape’ and a sense of ambiguity and transience.
My background is multidisciplinary – at 16
I went to Trinity College Dublin, graduating
with a BA in Natural Sciences. Drawing was
part of zoology lab sessions and I got hooked.
This led me to NCAD, where I completed a BA
in Fine Art (Painting) in 1986. Since then, my
work has always been informed in various ways
by the natural world and how it is perceived. I
mostly see the world through line and a sense of
flux. Japanese spatial aesthetics and minimalism
are also key influences and a concern with the
perilous state of the natural environment runs
through the work.
Winter residencies have been hugely important to my development as an artist. I was awarded winter residencies in Banff Centre, Canada,
in 2016 and the Vermont Studio Center, USA,
in 2018. Expansive lateral environments, like
deserts and snowscapes, engender a different
type of occupation and navigation of the landscape. Depth cues disappear, whilst perceptual hierarchies are enhanced and the landscape
surface transforms constantly. A sense of temporary occupation can ensue from this, which I
can identify with. As a child, my family moved
around and became fragmented without permanent links to any particular place. Neuroaestheticist, Semir Zeki, refers to how we have a
heightened form of perception in these kinds of
landscapes, with colour, form and motion being
the order in which we perceive. In my installations, I engage with this hierarchy through the
use of fluorescent colour; ambiguous, provision-

ally attached forms; and a viewing process that
necessitates motion.
In 2018, I was awarded a Sculpture Workshop Bursary at Fire Station Artists’ Studios in
Dublin. Through this award, I explored the use
of cast surfaces and their interactions with a variety of drawing and paint material applications.
It also provided a very valuable opportunity to
improve my mould-making and woodworking
skills. A Professional Development Residency
in Leitrim Sculpture Centre in 2018 was also
very beneficial, as I learnt how to cast in aluminium. Both residencies contributed to a process
of clarification about material usage and scale
which has fed into work planned for a solo exhibition in Mermaid Arts Centre, Bray, in 2021.
Early 2018 also marked a difficult period as
myself and seven other local artists, who had set
up Outpost Studios in Bray, were hit by a disaster when our studios were completely destroyed
in a fire. Mermaid Arts Centre had generously
assisted in setting up the studios in 2014.
COVID-19 has affected my practice in
various ways – good and bad. The studio I had
moved into became unsuitable so this has led
me to temporarily turn my focus towards experimental animation. Having already had a background in animation, I could work at home (I
have an MA in Image Synthesis & Computer
Animation and previously worked in computer
animation). Fortunately, I received a COVID-19
Crisis Response Award from the Arts Council
of Ireland to make a short animation, which is
almost finished. I also completed another animation, Making Landfall (funded by a Wicklow
Arts Office Award), which was selected in September 2020 for ‘2020 Visions at the Nunnery’
in Bow Arts, London. Experimental animation
is a very captivating medium because it allows
a non-narrative approach which also signals the
materiality of its own making.

laurakellyartist.com

Laura Kelly, A Hybrid Vigour, 2018/19, installation view at New Art Studios, Dublin; courtesy of the artist
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Fiona O’Hara, Bonding (detail), cotton table runner, flowers stitched in cotton by Breda Butler & Oxytocin and Dopamine
molecules stitched in linen by Fiona O Hara 103 × 28cm; courtesy of the artist

I WOULD INTRODUCE my art practice as that

of an insatiably curious person, who has always
striven to understand experiences through
engaging mixed media and science. I am fascinated by the materiality of different media –
including textiles, encaustics, ceramic clays and
slips – and how they interact with dry porous
plaster moulds and other grounds. I find I can
only integrate a better understanding of theory or text, by applying it through art making or
sometimes writing. In both cases, the process is
one of enquiry through active engagement.
Being a curious person, I tend to have several inquiries brewing at any one time. I have
found the best way to focus is to begin with a
clear question. In 2014, I completed a body of
work guided by the question: “How much of our
creativity is genetic?” I had my genome mapped
and began the task of identifying possible genes
that are linked with creativity. This body of work,
titled ‘Creative Evolution’, was shown in Signal
Arts Centre, Bray, in 2014. In hindsight, I shone
a modest beam of light on a vast field of genetic
knowledge, concluding that genetics don’t make
an artist. Another pressing question was: “What
is happening cognitively when artists are making
art?” This time I sought guidance by undertaking
a MSc in Cognitive Science. I brought my guiding question through a variety of modules with
different research methods, culminating in an
exploration of how artists extend their cognition
into their materials.
My present body of work is an attempt to
integrate this research and has expanded more
recently to investigate how we extend ourselves
to other people, such as through neurochemical
and skill sharing bonds with a parent. In Bonding, I added stitched diagrams of Oxytocin and
Dopamine molecules to a table runner, originally embroidered decades ago by my late mother. Neurochemicals formed an aspect of a bond
between us during her lifetime and the shared

activity of handmaking created a bond continuing through my lifetime.
I have also been intrigued by how our gut
microbiome influences our cognition and health.
I had my gut microbiome mapped and selected
the five most prevalent bacteria in my gut on the
day of testing, forming a scientific self-portrait
of sorts. This data has evolved through a series of
ceramic forms, the most recent of which shows
five bacterium, carved into greenware plates.
I imagine the pandemic that we are presently living through has provided fertile ground
for many artists. In my case, the starting point
for my recent artwork, An Evolution of Global
Viruses, was a hand embroidered handkerchief,
given to me with a collection of vintage lace by
a friend. The initials embroidered on this handkerchief belong to a relative of hers, who lived in
America around the time of the 1918 Spanish
flu pandemic. The beautiful bespoke stitchwork
on this handkerchief would have made it a treasured and much used item; whereas, in today’s
context, we use disposable tissues and face masks
to avoid bacterial contamination, which in turn
cause other environmental contaminants. An
Evolution of Global Viruses comprises four glass
flasks, containing references to four different
pandemics that have evolved over the last century. The first flask refers to the 1918 Spanish
influenza, with microscopic cells stitched into
linen in the base, and a hand embroidered handkerchief of the same era suspended above. The
other flasks contain stitched diagrams of Asian
flu (1957), SARS (2003), and COVID-19 virus
cells. This piece was due to be exhibited last
year in Signal Arts Centre’s 30-year anniversary show; however, like so many exhibitions
and events nationwide, it was cancelled to keep
everyone safe.
fionaoharaart.wordpress.com
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A Time for Painting

Mermaid Arts Centre

Mary A. Kelly
Visual Artist

Megan Robinson
Gallery Coordinator

FOR MANY YEARS, my tools for exploring life

were largely lens-based. In a previous photographic and video series, titled ‘The Landing’
(2003), I was fascinated by the print or stamp
each man made on his room in Portlaoise Prison. In asylum (2005), I hunted for marks left
by patients on their space as a survival instinct.
They represented a lifetime of subtle collection
and placement. In Pillars (2007), I recorded the
graffiti, etched onto port-a-loo doors by workers
on construction sites. In Father & Child (2009), I
documented the tattoos of children’s names and
faces on their father’s bodies. In I Believe – Help
my Unbelief (2010), I recorded the baby grave
arrangements, lovingly created by parents in the
Angels’ Plot of Glasnevin Cemetery. Now I wish
to leave my own mark directly and so I returned
to painting. There is a time for everything.
The interests for my most recent body of
work – titled ‘Chair’ – started many years ago.
While taking part in a group psychotherapy process, the simplicity of the room and the depth of
life experienced in that space led me to explore
many similar rooms. Eventually my focus
became the chair, as an entity in its own right –
as a witness to life. The exploration extended to
chairs beyond the psychotherapeutic rooms into
other living rooms. The intimate formal space
of the psychotherapeutic experience opens out
into broader domestic spaces and hence, into life
itself. Eventually the paintbrush took the place
of the camera. I returned to my first love.
As an artist, there is perpetual doubt about
what I am doing, how and why. These paintings,
after all, are an imitation of life and not the real
thing – not even urinal status, to give Duchamp
his due. Eventually, it is merely a nod to itself.
The titles can distract, negate, illuminate or illustrate. Everything is there and nothing is there.
And yet, the need to stretch out the hand, create
the mark, express the thing, comes back time
and time again.
Over the last few years, there has been an
increasing anxiety about global warming and

the possible extinction of our planet, as well as
growing concern about the corruption of values
and authenticity, in a world pushed by greed and
power. Along comes COVID-19 to confound
our hubris, which has stopped us all in our
tracks. It’s a reminder, ultimately, that nature has
the upper hand. Initially I was shocked and full
of fear. I packed an overnight bag for the hospital, just in case, and typed out my passwords and
instructions for my children. The first lockdown
was almost a relief. I shrank my world to the
simple routines that I have followed ever since. I
am very lucky to live near the sea in Greystones
and the mountains are also close by. I have discovered old Mass paths and right of ways behind
housing estates leading to fields and woods. I
swim in the sea every day, as I have done for the
past few years. I look out for my mother who
lives nearby. Along the way, I chat to the many
people I know in my community. For once, we
are all here in the same situation. I know this will
all take time to process. I do not feel the urge to
rush out and make work about it. However, in a
strange way, as an artist, I am enjoying this ‘time
out of time’, just to work away in the attic of my
house, unfettered.
During 2019, I had three exhibitions in Ireland, funded by the Arts Council’s Touring and
Dissemination of Work Scheme. I also received
an award at the RHA Annual Exhibition from
the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland (RCSI)
in conjunction with the Irish Times. Part of that
award was a commission for the RCSI, which
I completed during the pandemic. The culmination of the ‘Chair’ touring exhibition was
a solo show at Galerie Voss, Dusseldorf, Germany (13 March – 12 May 2020). As has been
the experience of many artists over the last year,
COVID-19 sabotaged the event with an openclose, open-close sequence. Most art fairs at this
time also had to close. So, I bide my time in the
attic, absorb all the change around us and wait.
marykelly.website

Mary A. Kelly, Against a sky so sheer, a single bird would rip it like silk, oil on canvas; courtesy of the artist

Dorje de Burgh, ‘Dream the End’, installation view, Mermaid Arts Centre; photograph courtesy of the artist

MERMAID ARTS CENTRE is a multidisciplinary

arts centre, located in Bray, County Wicklow.
We are a creative hub and artistic resource for
County Wicklow, creating opportunities for
regional audiences to enjoy high-quality national and international art spanning all art forms,
including film, dance, theatre, comedy, literature,
music, storytelling and visual arts. We have a
242-seater theatre, a contemporary bright gallery space and are home to the Betelnut Café. It
is a busy space; in 2019 we presented 366 events
and supported 176 artists in the development of
new work.
Mermaid presents approximately eight visual
arts exhibitions every year with an accompanying programme of screenings and events. We
started 2020 with the continuation of ‘Dream
the End’, an exhibition by Dorje de Burgh.
This photographic and film exhibition ran until
1 February 2020. We were delighted to welcome photography students from IADT, Dún
Laoghaire to Mermaid for a talk with de Burgh
during this exhibition. On Friday 14 February
2020 we presented an exhibition of paintings by
Susan Montgomery and continued this show
when we reopened, from 20 July – 1 August, following the initial COVID-19 lockdown.
We are committed to ensuring that Mermaid
exists as a place for creation, discussion and creating connections. In January, Outpost Studios
hosted a Creative Salon – an evening to discuss ideas, work and artistic practices. Following a month-long residency in Mermaid, artists
Eleanor Phillips and Emma Finucane presented their findings on the cultural and artistic
health of Bray. During this residency, Phillips
and Finucane explored and activated ideas that
mapped the creativity of Bray.
In October 2020, we held our first live
streamed artists’ talk with artists Melissa O’Faherty, Emma Roche, Joanne Boyle, Chanelle
Walshe and Sinéad Ní Mhaonaigh, as part of
Ní Mhaonaigh’s exhibition ‘Macalla’, which ran
from 14 August – 10 October. These five artists
presented and discussed their artistic practices
and the medium of paint to an audience in our
theatre and online.
As part of our Yarn Storytelling Festival we
presented an exhibition titled ‘Portraits & Poet-

ry: Wicklow’s Young People Reflect on Special
Things and People they Missed During Lockdown’. Last spring, we invited children from all
over Wicklow to submit poems and portraits
of their grandparents who they may have been
missing during lockdown. With over 140 submissions, we finished the installation of this
exhibition on the day we went into Level 5
restrictions in November 2020. In response to
this we shifted the exhibition online to a digital gallery and filmed a tour of the exhibition,
which can be viewed on our website.
Over the past few months we have been working hard to put comprehensive measures in place
to ensure a safe and comfortable experience for
our audiences and artists. We continue and consistently monitor Government Guidelines for
developments and will implement any changes
in our own protocols as required. Despite our
doors being shut during Level 5 lockdown, we
presented a number of live-streamed events,
Zoom events, prerecorded events, workshops
and arthouse cinema screenings.
In November 2020, Mermaid commissioned
five artists to create artworks for postcards. We
are delighted to be working with Liing Heaney,
Joanna Kidney and Michael Geddis, Brigid
O’Brien and Alan Clarke. These postcards will
be distributed to houses across Wicklow, reaching out to our audiences and sparking positivity.
We aim to provide an artist-centred approach
and curatorial support for emerging and established artists working towards exhibitions and
projects in Mermaid. Our visual arts programme
in 2021 will continue to showcase and celebrate
Wicklow and Irish artists. We look forward to
a full and exciting year with artists Ann Maria
Healy, Joanna Kidney and Michael Geddis, Signal Arts Centre, Laura Kelly, Joan Davis, Joe
Wilson, Dan Kennedy and Brigid O’Brien. We
look forward to welcoming audiences and artists
back to Mermaid in 2021.

mermaidartscentre.ie
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Kevin Francis Gray, Bust of Cáer, 2018, installation view, Museo Stefano Bardini, Florence; image © Kevin
Francis Gray, courtesy Pace Gallery and Museo Stefano Bardini

Kevin Francis Gray, Young God Standing, 2020, statuario marble on steel plinth, installation view, Museo
Stefano Bardini, Florence; image © Kevin Francis Gray, courtesy Pace Gallery and Museo Stefano Bardini

Challenging Precedents
JOHN RAINEY INTERVIEWS LONDON-BASED IRISH
SCULPTOR, KEVIN FRANCIS GRAY.

John Rainey: In your latest series, the ‘Breakdown Works’, the stone
we know from your previous sculptures interacts with a cast of other
material characters, creating conversations between the precious and
the industrial, the found and the intentionally sculpted. How were the
material elements for this work sourced?
Kevin Francis Gray: I made some very clear decisions around the
‘Breakdown Works’, for example, that I wasn’t going to be taking any stone
from the mountain. Having worked in Italy for so long and seeing the
scars that the quarries are creating in nature, it’s really brutal. As a result,
I discovered a lot of new stones, because I was buying old stone that had
been lying in the back of marble yards for decades. That’s how I started
using Irish stone as well. I’d been in contact with a few quarries in Ireland,
and one of the stones I got was a Kilkenny marble. Similarly, all of the
wood that I chose was wood that was dying or had died, or was found in
the back of wood yards. Working in this way tied an environmental aspect
into the idea of breakdown.
JR: The work in your two concurrent shows – at Museo Stefano Bardini
in Florence and Pace Gallery in London – have at least in part been
developed amid global uncertainty and restrictions. How have these
conditions shaped the exhibitions?
KFG: Getting lost in the material became a means of controlling my
internal anxiety about what was going on outside the studio. It gave me
the freedom and the ability to experiment. I was paring down my practice,
using whatever I could get my hands on – that raw material. The nucleus
of the idea for the ‘Breakdown Works’ started before the pandemic – it
was very much to do with my own personal breakdown, the age I am in
my life, the shift into mid-life. It was a very intrapersonal experience, and
then what happened globally became very salient. The idea around societal
breakdown became really key. For years I’ve been trying to build enough
confidence as an artist to move away from realism. It takes time but I
feel like the bravery and loss of control around the ‘Breakdown Works’
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have guided me into that space where I’m able to engage
confidently with abstraction – using the immediate, the
unconsidered, the ready-made. Even the stool in my studio
became part of one sculpture. In a way, making this type of
object just as important as the other elements challenges the
sorts of historical precedents put on stone sculpture.
JR: There are references to the celestial and Paganism in these
new works. I wonder to what extent Ireland may influence
your interest in these themes?
KFG: Recently, I’ve been able to lean back in on my
experiences of being an Irish artist – of where I was brought
up and how that impacted on me. I have been using direct
references to Irish Gods like Cáer and Óengus with certain
pieces of work, but also a personal self-analysis of religion and
Paganism, of being brought up a very strict Catholic before
developing my own sense of religion that was more suitable
for myself as a human being. The idea of young gods has really
stuck with me over the last few years. Seeing my 14-year-old
son’s strength but also that raw vulnerability – bringing that
combination together, those subtleties are what I’m really
trying to pull out with the ‘Breakdown Works’. I’m trying to
create something that represents a young god, male or female,
as a powerful marble sculpture that on closer examination is
quite fragile and tense.
JR: Many of them seem androgynous.
KFG: Something that I feel I’ve tried to do with a lot of
these works is to try and un-specify. Abstraction is beautiful
for that; it allows you to take away a lot of those labels and
identity markers.
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JR: Your working of marble makes it appear almost malleable.
You’re able to capture feelings of the ephemeral and the
transitional in a material more associated with permanency
and the eternal.
KFG: I’m trying to take away that almost godly reverence
that people have towards stone. I’ve been trying to break
that down, and make it more raw, more layered and more
brutal. People often talk about the stone; how it looks as if
I’ve sculpted it with my hands. I’m aware of the skill that
takes, and I’m comfortable with the fact that I can do that,
but it’s more than just trickery, more than a gesture. It’s a
deeper analysis of trying to represent something and make
my experience of it more irreverent, less romanticised.
JR: This seems especially pronounced in the show at Museo
Stefano Bardini, where your works are sited amongst revered
classical sculptures and historical artefacts.
KFG: The Bardini show was about a new, irreverent
presentation of stone and a comment on where the
conversation in contemporary societies should be around
stone. Of course, I felt an intense amount of intimidation
beforehand because I was surrounded by masters – not only
in the museum but also in every corner of Florence – but it
felt like the time was right for those works to be shown in that
context. Particularly with Young God Standing – rather than
competing with the masters in there, I think that sculpture
had an arrogance and a confidence. It was in control of its
own position, in its own room, and it felt great to see the
sculpture take on its own identity amongst the giants.
JR: Many of your sculptures appear to be caught resisting
specific shape-taking. The young god in the Bardini show

Kevin Francis Gray, Breakdown Works, 2020; image © Kevin Francis Gray, courtesy Pace Gallery.

is a good example of this. To what extent does the idea of
resistance play out in your work?
KFG: I’ve always felt that as an artist it’s really important
to resist, to push and pull, to develop and expand your
practice. I’ve made some very conscious decisions throughout
my career to try and resist lots of things – like commercial
temptations, for example. For me, the ‘Breakdown Works’
are almost political in terms of their resistance and defiance
– they are so raw and without constraints. It’s intertwined
around this idea of the young god – the protest, the pushing
back, the standing up, the confidence, but also that sensitivity,
that tenderness and vulnerability. Resistance is a really lovely
word because it can be a positive or a negative, passive or
aggressive. I feel the ‘Breakdown Works’ really eat into that
or discuss that. The idea of open, fluid resistance rather than
a binary – that’s where I’d like the works to be. I’d like the
works to be listening.
John Rainey is a sculptor based in Belfast. He is a
current studio member of Flax Art Studios.
johnrainey.co.uk

Kevin Francis Gray is a London-based Irish sculptor,
currently represented by Pace Gallery, London.
kevinfrancisgray.com

Two concurrent solo exhibitions of Gray’s work were
presented at the Museo Stefano Bardini, Florence,
Italy (2 June – 21 December 2020); and at Pace Gallery,
6 Burlington Gardens, London (25 November 2020 –
13 February 2021).
pacegallery.com

Kevin Francis Gray, (L-R): Breakdown Work #7, 2020, Breakdown Work #9, 2020, and Sun Worshipper
Standing, installation view, Pace Gallery, London; image © Kevin Francis Gray, courtesy Pace Gallery
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Kaleidoscopic Vision
GWEN BURLINGTON DISCUSSES THE WORK OF
ARTIST AOIFE DUNNE.
THE WALL AND floor of the cube space in The LAB Gal-

lery in Dublin are layered in a myriad of pigment and shapes
that collide and interject like a computer-generated jigsaw.
Black and white stripes, metallic sheens and checkered patterns move forwards and away in a distortion of perspective
– an explosive amalgamation of polychromatic digital imagery, cut-up and cropped together. Four of the floor-to-ceiling windows are covered in a film that passes imperceptibly
from red at the top, to green at the bottom. Rows of neon
purple, blue, green, pink and yellow LED lights hang from
the ceiling, tapering downwards and filling the space in a
Day Glo-infused light. There is a sonic element of digitally
produced sounds (generated from found objects) that sounds
oddly like futuristic elevator music; comforting and unexpected. Collectively the various clashing elements result in
an overwhelming feeling, with the eye darting everywhere,
overloaded with colour and shapes. This is 7thSense (2020),
the type of installation that Dublin-born artist, Aoife Dunne,
has come to be known for – an oversaturated, multisensory,
immersive experience.
Working across set design, fashion, video, costume,
sculpture, installation and performance, her work speaks to
a riotous otherworldliness, similar to artists such as Rachel
Maclean, Tim Walker or Shona Heath; however she has created a lexicon of interactive multimedia that is emphatically
all her own. Her work exudes an exuberance for the erratic
– a theme that echoes across her dextrous multimedia oeuvre, which is substantial, even at the age of 25. Her digital
installations can feel like staring down a gleaming prismatic wormhole, a departure from the typically subdued white
cube. In her video work, Dunne creates computer-generated landscapes that blend narrative, tone and perspective into
incandescent hallucinations that seem to vibrate pigment,
and glow like neon-tinged phosphenes. Appropriating voices from online videos, the internet, and coercive electronic
prompts, Dunne deftly constructs super-saturated, cinematic
alter-worlds, populated by avatars that viewers can, at times,
interact with.
Dunne could be considered to be on the ideal trajectory
of an emerging contemporary artist: her degree show, ‘LIMITLESS’, at NCAD was picked up by the Royal Academy
of Art in London and exhibited at the RA Lates event, ‘The
Summer Circus’, in July 2016. After this, it travelled to the
Museum of Contemporary Art Denver (MCA Denver), as
part of the group exhibition ‘Bodaciousss’, curated by Taylor
Balkissoon, rubbing shoulders with heavyweight, established
artists such as Dara Birnbaum and Keith Haring. Since

Aoife Dunne, Trancending Time, 2020, video still, courtesy of the artist

then, her work has continued to be exhibited internationally
including in New York, Paris and Puerto Rico. Yet it is only
recently that her work has begun to be recognised in Ireland,
with the artist exhibiting here for the first time in 2019.
Dunne’s varying levels of success to date highlight the
precariousness intrinsic to the careers of contemporary artists, particularly within an Irish context. Exhibiting with the
RA every year since 2016, she was part of a programme of
artists giving talks during the Antony Gormley exhibition in
2019. Dunne recalls: “The day I gave that artist talk, I had
applied for a studio in Dublin and found out I didn’t get it. I
thought, why am I at the RA, giving an artist talk about my
career at this prestigious gallery, when I can’t even get a studio
in Dublin.”
Indeed, her work has since gained traction in Ireland, with
three exhibition projects in 2020, including: 7thSense, her
installation at The LAB Gallery; Genesis, an interactive digital experience launched on Culture Night; and Transcending
Time (2020), a moving digital installation, presented by Fingal County Council Public Art Programme. Like all artists
during lockdown, Dunne had to adapt to safe working conditions, inventing alternative modes of dissemination with

Aoife Dunne, GENESIS, 2020, digital installation; photograph © and courtesy the artist

most of her projects cancelled. The most innovative response
to these circumstances was Transcending Time. Inspired by an
advertising van that drove past when Dunne was out walking, it comprised of a digital screen on the back of a van that
travelled around the Fingal area during lockdown in spring
2020. The artist designed a digital print to wrap around the
front of the vehicle and presented the digital moving elements on a rotatable screen. She also created a website where
people could input their address, summoning the van to drive
by their house. Here, we see how Dunne subverts the flatness inherent to viewing art online by drawing out the digital
realm into that of the real.
Dunne’s practice inhabits an interesting cross-section
between fine art and commerce – two worlds that are definitively delineated yet inextricably linked. With a slick editorial
edge that lends well to high-end fashion and interior design
worlds, Dunne’s client portfolio includes magazines such as
Dazed and Confused and Glassbook, as well as multinational
corporations such as PayPal, Facebook and Google. Yet, surprisingly, working for commercial enterprises doesn’t compromise her artistic autonomy, with clients allowing her ‘free
creative control’ to do what she wants. Working with these
partners allows her projects to scale up, reaching new audiences outside of gallery spaces and bolstering her working
budget. Working in large-scale installation, generous budgets
are needed. Over Zoom, from her home during lockdown,
Dunne tells me how she had to decline an offer to exhibit
at IMMA when they approached her, because they offered a
minuscule materials budget and no artist’s fee. “I had to say
no because I didn’t have my own money to put into it.”
Site-specificity is integral to her practice, often making
work in response to the context in which it will be shown. It
is perhaps because her work often speaks to a direct bodily
experience within a space, that it may seem at odds with the
theory-based or hyper-politically engaged art practices that
have become the backbone of contemporary Irish art discourse. Dunne firmly believes in the “psychedelic potential
of art” to transport us from the mundane. Donning self-designed costumes, the artist continually transforms herself into
a hyper-real, glitchy manifestation of futuristic and imagined
worlds. Dealing with issues of identity and social life, Dunne’s
kaleidoscopic visions play out a sharp critique of contemporary culture that is often playful, dizzying and dream-like.
Gwen Burlington is a writer based between Wexford
and London.
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Unearthing the Edgelands
CORK-BASED ARTIST, PASCAL UNGERER, OUTLINES
THE EVOLUTION OF HIS CAREER TO DATE.
MY JOURNEY INTO visual art took a rather circuitous route.

I completed a BA in Fine Art at the Crawford College of Art
and Design in 2016 when I was in my thirties. Prior to that
I worked as a press photographer for several years and I feel
that my time working in commercial photography gave me a
good grounding as an artist. That, along with being a mature
student, was definitely an advantage, when it came to doing
my BA at CCAD. Though I have a background in photography and lens-based media, over the past few years I have
predominantly worked with the medium of oil paint.
My degree show at CCAD was a lens-based installation
called Edge of Place, which incorporated a HD video and a
number of stacked light boxes with photographic imagery.
This work looked at different border regions within Europe
and examined the peripheral topography of these areas and
how they can form an intersection between people and place.
Many border zones have a shared and interconnected cultural history that is shaped through geographic reconfiguration, conflict and political sovereignty. They form boundaries
that are often latent but are also in flux, morphing from use
to non-use and re-emerging as places of contention during
various geopolitical crises. This work looked at the infrastructure of this divisive landscape and the cyclical and ephemeral
nature of its use and obsolescence.
In 2016, shortly after graduating from CCAD with a
first class honours degree, I started an MFA in Fine Art at
Goldsmiths University London. I was fortunate to have been
awarded several scholarships and was the only student in my
year to receive a Goldsmiths Masters Scholarship and a Fee
Waiver Award by Goldsmiths, which paid for the majority of
my fees and enabled me to relocate to London to undertake
the MFA programme full time. Getting these scholarships
from such an esteemed institution also felt like a real validation of my work at the time. I spent three very exciting years
in London, a city I was already familiar with, having previously lived there for over five years – though the London I
moved back to was much changed from the city I once knew
during the halcyon days of the Blair years in the late nineties and early noughties. In 2019, my fiancé and I decided to
move back to Ireland for personal and professional reasons.
Shortly after moving back, I was awarded a Cork City
Council Arts Office Artists Bursary Award and I also
received the Uillinn: West Cork Art Centre/West Cork
County Council Residency Award. After a month at the
Uillinn, the building was closed to the public because of
COVID-19 health restrictions. I often found myself as one
of the only people in the building and there were also very
few people in the town, creating a really surreal atmosphere
of fear and uncertainty at the time. I think there were some
uncanny similarities between this experience and the paintings I was working on before and during the residency – not
in a contrived way or in any kind of particular response to the
pandemic, but rather something that feels almost prescient
and perhaps somewhat serendipitous in the context of my
work and some of the dystopic connotations within it.
Prior to starting this residency, I had begun a series of
paintings that looked at the geographic legacy of postindustrial topographies and how they are situated in wider societal
perceptions of the built and natural landscape. I am fascinated by the obsolescence of these kind of structures; to me,
many of them seem monolithic and very sculptural. I am also
interested in how these postindustrial ruins are disappearing
in a changing landscape that is precipitated by globalisation
and the gradual economic shift away from manufacturing
and industrialisation to white collar tech and pharma industries, something that has had a socially pernicious affect in
many towns and cities over the past 30 or 40 years. This work
looks at the monetisation of place, the cyclical nature of ‘value’, and the remnants of the structures and places left behind,
as they become economically unviable. It is an exploration of
temporality and decay in the built world and the legacy of

Pascal Ungerer, Edge of Nature, 2020, oil and mixed media on board, 48 × 40 cm; courtesy of the artist

Pascal Ungerer, Ellipsis, 2020, oil on linen, 50 × 40 cm; courtesy of the
artist

obsolescence in postindustrial ruins and how they can form
an ‘alternative landscape culture’. It looks at the ‘otherness’
of this landscape, augmenting the surreal and ethereal nature
of this environment through distorted colour palettes and
textures. I showed some of this work in a group show titled
‘Industrialised: Art in Manufacturing in the Gallery’, which
was curated by Alex Zawadzi at the Blackburn Museum in
2019. I will also be working with her on putting together a
solo show of my work at the Prism Contemporary in Blackburn in 2021.
Most of my work looks at spatial cultures in the context
of place and is predominantly focused on urban settings. My
challenge when starting the residency at Uillinn was to transpose some of these ideas into a rural context. I started to visit
and document places that often had hidden layers and sto-

ried histories of migration, destitution and rural depopulation, which often lie in rural hinterlands or in obscure hard to
reach locations – places that often had a sense of ‘otherness’,
abandonment and isolation.
I tried to form a parallel between the postindustrial urban
settings of dereliction in my previous work, and some of the
vast, dark and empty landscapes in certain parts of West Cork
that I had depicted in my paintings as a means of reconciling
these two divergent environments. I did this through finding
intersections of places that exist in a temporal state on the
periphery of development or habitation and as an interstitial
or liminal terrain with a dystopic topography of abandonment and decay. My paintings often feature made-up places; I
use different structures, social histories or topographies from
certain areas as a starting point and amalgamate them into a
kind of fictional landscape that acts as a metaphorical space
to reflect upon wider socio-geographic issues. However, these
paintings are also intrinsically linked to the places and stories
that inspire them.
Going forward, I plan to develop this work further at
Backwater Artists Studios in Cork, where I am currently
doing a 12-month project residency. I have a couple of solo
exhibitions scheduled to take place in the UK in 2021 and I
will also be doing a solo show at the LHQ Gallery in Cork in
association with Cork County Library and Arts Services in
September 2021. Subsequent to that, I will be doing another
residency at the Uillinn: West Cork Art Centre in Autumn
2021.
Pascal Ungerer is a visual artist based in Cork Ireland. He works primarily with oil paint but has a background in lens-based media.
pascalungerer.com
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Book Arts
RENATA PEKOWSKA CONSIDERS THE FORMAT OF THE ARTISTS’ BOOK,
INCLUDING VARIOUS IRISH PUBLISHERS AND COLLECTIONS.
IT IS ENTIRELY possible to spend a lifetime surrounded by

books or go through years of art college education without
being aware of a niche creative discipline of artists’ books, also
known as ‘book arts’. The simplest way to describe an artist’s
book is that it is a work of art in the form of a book. Within
that simple definition lies a never-ending world of possibilities and approaches. Some artists’ books are high-end, professionally produced, limited editions or one-off objects, still
clearly recognisable as ‘books’. Some contain hand-printed
images; others are photographic projects, hand painted oneoffs, or present assemblages of images to travel through, like
handheld exhibitions. The physical form can depart from, or
entirely defy, the recognisable book form to become a sculptural object. Artists’ books can also be created from existing
books by overwriting, manipulating or carrying out physical
alterations: cutting, carving or even grinding, with new content added or extracted.
The definition of ‘book arts’ incorporates activities which
are sometimes much less formal affairs, playing with or eroding ideas of preciousness and longevity. Self-publishing is a
practice common among book artists; nowhere is this more
ubiquitous than within the world of zines. Zines are small
circulation publications, usually produced using widely available and inexpensive methods. They are normally made and
distributed by their authors. Since zines do not require filters
of external approval before reaching their final form, they
provide their creators with practically unlimited freedom
with regard to contents. They can become voices of the marginalised or a means of expression for those operating outside
of official publishing channels and modes of circulation.
Book Arts in Ireland
The First Wexford Artists Book Exhibition took place in
1995 as an initiative of Andi McGarry and Denis Collins and
has been happening again in recent years. Zine fairs regularly
take place in Dublin and Cork. The yearly Dublin Art Book
Fair (DABF), which takes place each November in Temple
Bar Gallery + Studios (TBG+S) in Dublin, normally includes
a section of artists’ books, selected through an open-call process. Last year marked the tenth anniversary of DABF, and
was the first edition in which the majority of events took place

online. The fair was curated by design critic, Alice Rawsthorn,
under the theme of ‘Design as Attitude’. The DABF was initiated in 2011 at a particular moment when TBG+S were
assembling a curatorial panel to reflect on their programmes.
The idea came from the late Jason Oakley, then editor of The
Visual Artists’ News Sheet, as a response to a perceived lack
of events dedicated to art publications and artists’ books. Early iterations of the fair were produced on a shoestring, each
becoming a learning experience for the next one.
From the very beginning, the fair drew audiences and
gradually evolved into more of a curated event, building
relationships with publishers and artists. In 2015 DABF
received funding from the Irish Year of Design, and it is currently sponsored by Henry J. Lyons. This funding allowed
for involving guest curators and embracing the book fair as
an important annual event at the intersection of art, design,
architecture, literature and bookmaking. Guest curators have
worked with different themes, bringing different communities, audiences and diverse expertise, while also engaging the
community of studio artists at TBG+S.
For those interested in Irish artists’ books, there are specialised collections. The largest is the artists’ books collection
in the National Irish Visual Arts Library (NIVAL), containing over 1,000 Irish artists’ books at present. It is open to the
public and available to view by appointment. The collection
includes a wide range of items, from expensively produced
limited edition handprinted items and one-off ‘book objects’,
to zines and student projects. Irish book arts projects are
also collected by Visual Artists Ireland and Limerick School
of Art and Design. There are smaller and more specialised
collections, like the Forgotten Zine Archive located in A4
Sounds, an artist-run studio and gallery in north-inner-city
Dublin.
Contemporary book arts practices in Ireland span a wide
and diverse range of projects. Artists’ books are created by
individual artists and by small publishing houses, while some
are collaborations between artists and institutions. The works
themselves vary in size, finish, materials and approaches.
Some are beautiful sculptural objects, like the meticulously finished creations of Galway-based artist, Sioban Piercy.
Her books vary in size – some are large, sculptural objects.

They come in small editions and are elaborately folded pieces, printed and bound, often with inlaid titles and ribbons
to tie them closed. Similarly, Andrew Folan’s books are precise, exquisite affairs which are both sculptures and books.
Their full glory as tactile encounters can only be appreciated
when handling them. Like Piercy, Folan is a print artist in
full control of his materials and techniques. He often uses
ambiguous images which are endlessly repeated, as well as
pyrography, piercing assembled pages with burning iron rods.
Burned out holes and marks slowly fade as we travel through
the pages. There are artists who continuously try new materials and acquire new skills, incorporating them into new book
projects. Sandi Sexton describes herself as “a master craftsperson with a keen interest in keeping the tradition of book
craft alive in Ireland”. Sexton’s creations can be folded and cut
in unexpected ways, sometimes taking the form of delicate,
miniscule, three-dimensional concertinas.
There are small publishing houses around Ireland which
deliberately operate outside mainstream. Red Fox Press is
based on Achill Island and is run by book artist Francis van
Maele in collaboration with his partner, artist Hyemee Kim
(also known as Antic-ham). Red Fox Press is a prolific venture, publishing small editions of books dedicated to various
themes. They also produce assembly boxes and other more
unorthodox book forms. Another small but prolific book publishing venture is Coracle Press, operating from rural South
Tipperary, who produce poetic and curious book-objects:
poems printed on household items like plates and glasses; or
‘Water of Recess’ – small hand-stapled brown cardboard boxes containing booklets, printed maps and small vials of water
with tiny bits of debris.
Artists’ books can be fascinating artworks, particularly for
those of us who love books in general. The book form still
proves to be resilient, even as deciphering and recording written content is increasingly becoming a process of interactions
with screens. Only time will tell how the book as we know it
might evolve – and the artist’s book along with it.
Renata Pekowska is an artist and researcher based in
Dublin.
renatapekowska.blogspot.com

Franticham’s Fluxus Island, 29 x 40 cm, edition of 69 copies (signed and numbered), published by Red Fox Press
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Small Town Portraits: Dennis Dinneen
David J. Moore (Ed.)
Murmur Books, 2020, 160 pp.

Small Town Portraits, David J. Moore (Ed.), published by Murmur Books; courtesy of the publisher

SMALL TOWN PORTRAITS is the second

publication of portrait photographs by Dennis
Dinneen (1927–1985) taken in the back room
of his pub, Dinneen’s Bar, Macroom, County
Cork, between the 1950s and ‘70s. The first
book accompanied the exhibition of Dinneen’s
archive at Dublin’s Douglas Hyde Gallery in
2017. This new edition is the largest collection
of the photographer’s work made available to the
public to date, with over 70 reproductions, many
printed here for the first time. The scale and
tone of the publication reaches for Dinneen’s
position in the canon of Irish twentieth-century
photography, yet his untroubled, at times
poignant, and inherently everyday images sit
comfortably in the snug of Irish vernacular art.
Over the past few years, Dinneen’s photographs have gathered recognition outside of
Ireland (via the BBC, National Geographic, The
Guardian, etc.), as well as important acknowledgement at home by entering the collection
of the National Gallery of Ireland in 2019. A
number of portraits have become almost iconic
through their familiarity, or at least instantly recognisable as Dinneen’s, if only by the recurring
patterned wallpaper, backdrop curtains and pub
ephemera from his informal studio. However, it
is almost always the unselfconscious and neighbourly expressions of the sitters that connect us
with Dinneen’s eye. Small Town Portraits introduces us to many new characters from Macroom’s community by presenting unseen images
from the archive of several thousand negatives
and also takes us out of the pub’s back room and
into the nearby theatre and halls to show locals

in costume for performances or ceremonies.
Daly & Lyon’s graphic design purposefully sidesteps any identifiable style from the era
of the photographs and reactivates the Dennis
Dinneen Archive for a contemporary audience.
The grotesque typography and monochrome
layout are comparable to styles frequently utilised for mid-century social history photography (such as the Café Royal Books series). It
abstains from the charming, nostalgic revival of
Irish modernist design that is very much present
in the Harp and Phoenix Ale branded signs in
the background of Dinneen’s pub interior. The
heavy-set and declamatory typeface brings to
mind Daly & Lyon’s design of Sean Edwards’
Undo Things Done (Liverpool and Wrexham,
2019), which draws from newspaper headline
fonts and a social realism aesthetic. It emphasises the engagement in politics, current affairs
and education that has historically both limited
and inspired working class communities. The
stylistic choices of Small Town Portraits echo
the strong character of the folks portrayed in
Dinneen’s photographs, despite the hardships
of emigration, unemployment and conflict that
surely touched their lives. Daly & Lyon’s undecorated design also corresponds with the inevitable editing made by Dinneen in the darkroom,
when focusing in on headshots for passport
photographs and such, capturing the true likenesses of his sitters, and cropping out the distracting signifiers of time and place.
The book also features a responsive, and
perfectly titled, text by Irish writer, Doireann
Ní Ghríofa. Her poetic and fragmentary essay,

‘Time, Folks, Please’, offers a contrast to the
sharply defined aesthetic of the book in her
descriptions of a slumbering photographer in an
upstairs room above a pub, twitching in his sleep,
his dreams filled with the flickering images of
his studio: “Every night, his dream unspools a
different reel of people.” Resounding with the
bubbling undercurrent of mid-twentieth-century country town life, Ní Ghríofa’s essay is a spellbinding parallel to Under Milk Wood (London,
1954) by Welsh poet, Dylan Thomas. Ní Ghríofa’s lilting prose floats above the landmarks of
her reverie-induced town, just as in Thomas’
radio play, and each writer possesses the dreams
of sleeping souls; visualising their aspirations,
fears and secrets, and forging them for evermore
in the fabric of their local haunts. Ní Ghríofa’s brilliant association to the vitrified brain
of a sleeping body preserved in ash at Pompeii
awakens the possibility of suspending a sliver
of a dream for eternity and alludes to Dinneen’s
mastery of this sensation in his photographs.
In the same way as viewers of the photographs
begin to imagine a personal history for each of
Dinneen’s sitters – based on their clothing, hairstyle, pose and expression – Ní Ghríofa alights
on the inconsequential but special items, articles
and traces that indicate their roles in their local
community, whether a priest, poet or performer.
The twitching wrists and ticking watches punctuating her text signify the dreamer’s connection
to reality, making tangible the fleeting hold of
a moment in time: “Tick falls the drop, tick,
the rippling circle, and tick, its disappearance.”
The persistent clock reminds me of Jonathan

Glazer’s celebrated black and white ‘Surfers’
advertisement for Guinness in which the narrator drawls: “Tick followed tock followed tick
followed tock followed tick. Ahab says, ‘I don’t
care who you are, here’s to your dream!’” Glazer’s
reference to Melville inspires a connection to a
series of photographs that would be familiar to
regulars at Dinneen’s Bar – the publican’s snapshots of the filming of Moby Dick ( John Huston,
1956), shot one hour east of Macroom, in Youghal, County Cork.
This spirit of performance and character
acting, whether as an upstanding parish member or the town rogue, is apparent in many of
Dinneen’s small town portraits. His subjects take
on a part when the camera is focussed on them,
even if the role is simply daughter, son or parent.
The curtains and screens that provide practical
backdrops – both in the pub’s back room studio
and in the local theatre – expose the setting and
context, as much as they are intended to obscure
or detract from the complication of everyday life.
The attention of Dinneen and his camera, coupled with the rarity of the occasion, encourages
his sitters to become aware of the ‘event’ of being
photographed, and we encounter them rising to
the occasion of their personal moment in the
spotlight.

Michael Hill is Programme Curator at
Temple Bar Gallery + Studios, Dublin.
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Winter Papers, Volume 6
Kevin Barry and Olivia Smith (Eds.)
Curlew Editions, 2020, 188 pp.

DESCRIBED AS IRELAND’S annual anthology

for the arts, Winter Papers is published each year
by Curlew Editions, based in County Sligo. It
features newly commissioned writing across a
wide range of disciplines, from visual art, photography and film, to theatre, music and poetry.
Short stories and interviews are established formats, which sit alongside experimental texts and
assorted photographic images – printed matt in
black and white, as if to soothe tired eyes, accustomed to screen-reading all year round. Though
welcomed by a general arts readership each year,
the sheer quality of the collected texts makes
Winter Papers especially attractive to other writers, who empathise with “the thankless aching
feat of writing” (p175), while marvelling at the
perfectly composed sentences found below the
gold-embossed, linen-wrapped cover.
Edited all summer long by writer, Kevin Barry, and academic Olivia Smith, Winter
Papers arrives just as Ireland is acclimatising to
darkness. In this regard, many readers treat the
anthology as literary nourishment for the winter
months, perhaps saving it for quieter moments
during the festive season. Certainly, each edition resonates wildly with the kind of cyclical
introspection that winter brings. Published just
after Samhain, and coinciding with the Winter
Solstice, Winter Papers often coalesces around
pagan themes linked to magic, ritual, death and
birth, as well as invisible, ancient thresholds with
our ancestors. It has become a treasured space
for writers to articulate humour, insight, longing and grief, in an effort to locate hope in the
depths of winter.
Unusually this year, I set myself the task of
reading and reviewing Winter Papers Vol. 6, ahead
of VAN’s pre-Christmas print deadline. I committed to a first round of skimming (to get some
notes down) but was quickly seduced into reading every single word by strikingly vivid phrasing and full-bodied metaphors. Golden nuggets
include descriptions of “a fridge purring coldly”
(p33); “pewter-polished, winter-boned birds”
(p174); a dubious character with “eyes the yellow of old cue balls” (p61); and an unborn baby
likened to an “amniotic ghost” (p108). These
are punctuated by hard-won analogies, like the
“rot-orange glow” of a lamp that casts a dying
man’s room into a “shadowy baroque composition” (p29); the internet likened to a “draping
veil of frenetic meta-reality” (p71); or love being
described as a “minotaur that has hurt her again
into poetry” (p69).
Like Kevin Barry’s own writing, Winter
Papers is unflinching in its collective portrayal
of the messiness of human experience. We find
vivid accounts of the decimation of the body
through illness; the matter-of-fact unravelling
of the heart through infidelity; and the collapse
of meaning brought about by death and mourning. The latter becomes especially poignant with
Volume 6, as we realise that much of the writing
was developed against a backdrop of mounting
contagion and daily death tolls. Some of the
authors track the anxieties of COVID-19 day by
day – like Oliver Farry, who was living in Hong
Kong when the virus broke. Others lament the
isolation of quarantine, including Susan Cahill,
whose elegant prose follows the transition of her
pregnant body during lockdown, referring to the

Cover of Winter Papers, Volume 6, Kevin Barry and Olivia Smith (Eds.), published by Curlew Editions; photography courtesy of the publisher

‘new normal’ as a “dazed foliage” lying beneath
our current uncertainties.
Aside from the pandemic, other real-time
urgencies and unforeseen synchronicities are
chronicled within the sixth edition. These include
references to the Black Lives Matter campaign,
as well as Roisin Kiberd’s timely mention of 5G
conspiracy theories, ‘fibre-tapping’ and a “paranoid history of hacking” – from the Cold War to
modern-day whistle-blowers. Dónal Geheran’s
ink drawing, Guston Rearranged (2019) (p135)
also resonates with the controversial postponement of the Philip Guston retrospective in September 2020.
Volume 6 features over a dozen short stories – none too long, some tantalisingly brief.
Memorable characters include the young woman in Oisín Fagan’s ‘Daddy’, who witnesses the
respective unravelling of her dying father and
chain-smoking mother; or the downtrodden
farmer’s wife and her morally bankrupt husband
in Louise Kennedy’s ‘Imbolc’. Particularly moving are John Patrick McHugh’s descriptions of
dementia as a “dreamscape”, bereft of chronology or plot, which holds “an undercurrent of
real memories, events, details and narratives”. I
also enjoyed the protagonist in Una Mannion’s
‘A False Crawl’, whose adventurous (and occasionally fugitive) best friend reflects the free and
forgotten part of her younger self, now buried
like turtle eggs in the sand.
Other writing formats include diary entries,
criticism, feminist polemic and psychogeographic accounts of distant cities. Dominic Stevens’s speculative fiction imagines the dark recreational subcultures that emerge around a new

‘dream therapy’ drug; while Martin Dyar reflects
on the training of undergraduate medical students in the arts and humanities, to combat the
“alienation of medical inhumanity”. In this way,
Dyar attests to the “luminous power of poetry in
the shadow of the pandemic”, as well as illness
more broadly (p182).
There is a diverse array of fascinating interviews in this edition, offering insights into
the working methods of musicians, filmmakers and street artists. As well as the brilliant,
BAFTA-nominated Irish actress, Niamh Algar,
we also hear from Louise Lowe and Owen Boss
of ANU Productions, who discuss their socially-engaged research methods, which are embedded in place and extend over time. In highlighting voices on the periphery, ANU prioritises
participation and equality of access, to allow others to tell their stories. Most enchanting of all is
Doireann Ní Ghríofa’s gently paced interview
with Eddie Lenihan, whom she describes as a
“maestro”, all “long wild locks and whiskers”. We
read about Lenihan’s lifelong devotion to the
dying art of storytelling, originally motivated
by “the vision of a world being lost before our
eyes and no one caring enough to preserve it.”
A determined foe of modernity and defender of
the Aos Sí (fairies), Lenihan cares deeply for people, their stories, landscapes and dialects. He has
mastered the quiet diligence of assembling a collection of folklore recordings and is the sole custodian of this remarkable “repository of voices”.
Among the more experimental offerings,
I appreciated Chiamaka Enyi-Amadi’s ‘The
Moon is a Healing Being’ – half a page composed
as a single sentence, whose gentle meanderings

propel the reader forward, yet seem to span an
eternity (p181). Another robust highlight was
‘I Know, But Only Just’ by Claire-Louise Bennett and Ruby Wallis, which sets out to reclaim
patriarchal interpretations of the myth of Pandora’s Box – perceived as a receptacle for human
(female) temptation, regret, guilt, affliction, rage,
jealousy and hysteria. Traditionally portrayed
as a deviant whose curiosity doomed humanity,
Pandora has been cursed throughout the ages
because she questioned the imposed order. Pandora’s Box is reframed by the authors as a metaphor for new parts of the psyche, which when
opened, add complexity to the world. The text
is punctuated throughout with strange hieroglyphic symbols, later revealed as denoting a varied group of contributors, mostly female writers
and artists. This co-authored approach is reminiscent of the ‘cut-up’ technique, pioneered by
Dadaists and Surrealists and popularised in literature by Beat Generation writers like William
S. Burroughs. This methodology is proclaimed
from the outset, in the text-based montage, cuttings (2020), with several other photomontages
appearing periodically. In addition, occasional
words or phrases are printed upside-down or
backwards – received as a form of backmasking
or encoded message. This idiosyncratic formatting is accommodated with agility and precision
by the designer, John Foley, whose attentiveness
further galvinises the anthology’s reputation for
quality and care.
Joanne Laws is Editor of The Visual Artists’
News Sheet.
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Curriculum: Contemporary Art Goes to School
Jennie Guy (Ed.)
Intellect Books, 2020, 301 pp.

THE SCHOOL-GOING world of the average

teenager in Ireland is one of Prometheanism1
– of precarity and lack. You might study diligently and yet feel as though there will never be a time in your life that is not plagued by
austerity – by debt. Underlying anxieties about
climate catastrophe cloud dreams of your future.
You wonder about the relevance of the school
curriculum because what you are learning in the
hidden curriculum and online seem to be more
significant to your life.2
It is against such a backdrop that we should
evaluate Curriculum: Contemporary Art Goes to
School, edited by Jennie Guy. This is a compendium of 13 essays, written by different writers
in varying forms. They rejoin with and act as a
channel to advance the very worthy ‘Art School’
project, conceived by Guy in 2014.3 She considers this collection of writing as a component of
the project that extends beyond formal education and into the realm where contemporary art
can instigate change. The title, Curriculum, as it
is construed in this context, is a transitory thing
in constant flux. It is the catalyst for new ways of
thinking about teaching and learning, whereby
the instincts and interests of the students and
artists give rise to new wisdoms – to democratic
ways of learning for all of the participants. Such
an approach is the antithesis of the diachronic
model of current pedagogic systems.
This is a handsome book. The middle section
is populated by comprehensive visual documentation. The images are stills from video footage,
captured by Guy during each of the projects.
The action conveyed enlivens and activates the
essays. This is not a passive read; there is constant moving back and forth between text and
imagery. The diversity of form that the essays
take is stimulating too, as the tempo and mood

of the writing is constantly changing and presenting new questions. All of the essays are worthy of mention but Nathan O’Donnell’s opening essay, ‘The Outline as a Weapon’, particularly
encapsulates the spirit of ‘Art School’, considering notions of flourishing through consideration
of the outline. An artefact of teaching method,
this tool can be used to structure, to negotiate,
to validate and to chronicle the operations of
an artist. However, O’Donnell also contends
that the anti-systemic creation of ‘sympathetic
ambience’ – the activation of the environment
as an instrument of learning – and relief from
the strictures of the productive frameworks of
formal education, produce unexpected creative
outcomes and shared experiences.
Other perspectives worth mentioning are the
impediments faced by independent curators in
negotiating the antagonism that arises in the two
arenas of knowledge production – the field and
the academy. This is the subject of Helen Carey’s
essay, entitled ‘In the Field’. In a similar vein,
Matt Packer outlines the historical educational programming that has long been a feature of
EVA International. He can see possibilities and
opportunities to develop curatorial and artistic
practice in collaboration with institutions, with
inspirational outcomes for all protagonists.
Considering a critique of formal education’s
outcomes – where students leave school incapable of independent thinking – Juan Canela
advocates for methods of empowerment through
collaboration and the challenging of the spatial
environment, thus, he suggests, clarifying our
understanding of reality and developing political awareness. Tackling anxieties around success,
failure and fears of being ‘other’, and the heavy
burden placed upon the individual in today’s
world, is the subject of Alissa Kleist’s essay, ‘Play

Like a Coyote’. This view advocates a role for
contemporary art practice in fostering soft skills
and social cooperation as a panacea for the ills of
modern culture.
Failure and its negative consequences in an
educational context are echoed in Sjoerd Westbroek’s essay. He makes the point that students
who want to study are perceived as timewasters,
while those who are in the habit of learning gain
credits. Our educational system is constructed
to endorse this view. The problem with the latter approach is that it dulls the ability to think
creatively. Learning is framed by normative and
sometimes coercive elements; to study means to
intermingle with the dynamic happenings of a
social space.
In Daniela Cascella’s experimental essay,
‘How Many Elsewheres?’, she states: “…sound
can pierce walls. And minds and ways of being.”
It focuses on creating worlds with soundscapes,
generating residual sound memories to hold
in your head, forming nonconclusive group
spheres. The argument is for recognition of the
potential of sensorial and sensuous engagement
as a strategy for scholarship and understanding.
In the essay, ‘Art, The Body and Time Perspective(s) in the Classroom’. Annemarie Ní
Churreáin considers ideas of haunting and how
unlearning and temporal qualities effect understanding. Time wasting can be so valuable. Ní
Churreáin’s writing is interlaced with her own
poetic fragments, which act like cracks in the
text where the poetry seeps out.
“Father with two red seeds in your palms,
If I show you my bones spilling out
Will you show me a stone in this yard that
can speak?”

The final word goes to Clare Butcher, with her
essay, ‘Preparatory Gestures for a Future Curriculum’. This text looks at hidden forms of knowledge values and beliefs that are undetectable on
the surface context of secondary school education. Through the methodology of experimental
theatre and scriptwriting, Butcher describes the
process of embedding a performative pedagogy. She supports the unlearning of power hierarchies and development of protocols for the
maintenance of solidarity within structures of
social control, and embodied personal self-care
and dignity.
This final project and the book itself is a
manifesto proclaiming the ethos of ‘Art School’
– quietly and in continual states of rehearsal and
action. Some insurrections are strident, loud but
often ineffectual. This book represents a subtle,
effective and embedded stealth revolution.
Jennifer Redmond is an artist, writer
and editor at mink.run, an online moving
magazine
and
artist
collaborative
organisation.
Notes
1
As stated by John Dryzek in The Politics of the Earth:
Environmental Discourses (1997), Prometheanism prioritises human interests and needs over those of ecosystems
or the individual needs of other creatures.
2
Hidden curriculum – lessons which are learned but not
openly intended, such as the transmission of norms, values and beliefs conveyed in the classroom and the social
environment.
3
‘Art School’ is an initiative developed by Jennie Guy to
explore the interfaces between schools and contemporary
art by inviting artists and students to work collaboratively.
To date it has involved the participation of 33 artists, over
800 students between the ages of 6 and 18 years, 72 school
teachers, 20 primary and secondary schools, 3 third level
institutions, 3 regional art centres, 4 county council arts
offices, and 1 national biennale.

CurriCulum

Contemporary Art
Goes to School

Edited by Jennie Guy

Left: Cover of Curriculum: Contemporary Art Goes to School, Jennie Guy (Ed.), published by Intellect Books; courtesy of Jennie Guy and the publisher. Right: Detail of double-page spread from Curriculum: Contemporary Art Goes to School
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Everything is Somewhere Else
Dennis McNulty (Ed.)
Paper Visual Art Journal, 2020, 61 pp.

Everything Is Somewhere Else, interior view featuring Matt Packer’s essay, ‘Stretched as Tightly as is Possible’;
photograph courtesy of the writer and PVA Journal

I RECEIVED THE new publication from Paper

Visual Art Journal by post to a rural part of
South-West Donegal. The volume, titled Everything is Somewhere Else, is meticulously edited by
Dennis McNulty, who announces in the introduction that: “each contribution reflects directly
or indirectly on infrastructure.” Interestingly,
writing about this publication coincided with
a week whereby all of the main infrastructural
systems in the valley of Glencolmcille broke
down one by one. And in a way, Everything is
Somewhere Else became a sort of handbook, with
each article taking on heightened significance as
I navigated the various breakdowns.
The coverage went last Thursday, so I walked
into the village to see if the entire Three mobile
network was down. The woman in the shop
mentioned that this was a fairly common issue:
“it was off for a full week last year”, she said.
Since I was hotspotting for internet, this threw
a spanner in the works. Then the electricity
went. A raging storm had also plucked a sheet
of corrugated iron from the viewing stand at
the GAA pitch and sent it sailing through the
air, as though it was a feather clinging by matted cobweb to a fence. Off up the village again,
to find out when the power might be back on.
Inside the shop, every kind of torch imaginable,
from the more recent LEDs to the older more
cumbersome ones, were spotlighting biscuits
and beers, cereals, tins, The Donegal Democrat
and Refresher bars. The power was back that
evening, but my phone had started acting up,
sporadically asking to be connected to Wi-Fi.
Then the water went and stayed off for two
days. I searched for a nearby well, only to discover that sadly, two houses built in the late ‘90s
had breached planning laws and sunk a septic
tank in the same field as the ancient well – making the water unfit for consumption. So, I fashioned funnels from water bottles and gathered
water from the down pipe, boiling it first to
drink. After the power went again and the water
couldn’t be boiled, I walked to the shop, where
I found out that a filter part in the local reservoir needed replacing and someone had gone
down to Galway to collect it – if this mission
was a success, I was told, then the water would
be back on by 8pm. Outside the shop in passing

small talk, I found out that the shop itself, the
only shop within a 10km radius, had run out of
petrol. It was also mentioned that the national
school had to close, as the children weren’t able
to wash their hands.
That evening, the water did indeed come
back on, but the following morning, I discovered
that a pipe in front of the house had burst, with
water spurting out from between the flagstones
of the path – so I called a man named Gallagher. “That path’ll need to be taken up”, Gallagher
said, “and the damaged pipes replaced”. Gallagher was to return the following day but when I
woke up, the water was off again – including the
leak. It was, again, a valley-wide occurrence. In
the wind and rain and slapstick style, I gathered
water from the downpipes and drains to make
tea and wash the dishes, wondering what would
go next.
At least I had a hard copy of Everything is
Somewhere Else that seemed to complement the
situation. A few lines from Maeve Connelly’s
text, ‘Becoming Infrastructural’, became my
mantra: “The material and social dimensions
of infrastructure are actually impossible to pull
apart, and the infrastructural is simply so pervasive and ubiquitous that its multiple forms and
operations are taken for granted, right up to the
moment of their collapse.”
Then Nancy Holt, in an interview which
originally appeared in Circa Art Magazine
in July/August 1983, discusses her piece, Sole
Source. “None of the things I’ve been doing are
production systems”, she says – “they’re conduit
systems” (p4). And I thought of all the makeshift conduit systems I had imposed on the
house in lieu of functioning ones. Holt adds: “I
would say that certain people in our society have
been overlooked […] that the kind of wisdom
and knowledge that the worker has in his or
her craft has not been adequately considered in
terms of art criticism” (p5). And I thought about
the village hero, driving to Galway to find the
very specific replacement filter.
Turning the page, a paragraph crediting all
those who worked with Holt on her piece, Sun
Tunnels (1976), appears embedded in a transcript from Charlotte Prodger’s feature-length,
single-screen video, Stoneymollan Trial (2015)

Cover of Everything Is Somewhere Else, featuring Cliona Harmey, Dublin Ships, 2015; Photograph by Zak Milofsky,
courtesy of the artist and PVA Journal

(p7). This is a succinct passing of the baton to
Prodger, whose practice centres on the intertwined relationship between the body and technology. An exhibition of photographs throughout by Dan Walwin buttresses the concept of
infrastructure laid bare, while Anne Tallentire’s
piece, LAG (2016), (pp1 & 61) bookends the
publication with her aesthetic sensitivity for
technological ingenuity.
Eva Richardson McCrea quotes Alice
Echols in her text, ‘Manifesto Forms and Utopian Thinking’ (p48) reminding us that unveiling hidden labour “can often provoke and reveal
an enormous cultural anxiety.” Which I took to
mean that when we acknowledge work, we must
pay for it; therefore, a capitalist system must, in
the first place, vehemently deny labour wherever possible. In my ramblings up and down the
Glen in search of Wi-Fi, I thought of ‘Urban
Scanner’ (p52), Jennifer Reut’s interview with
Shannon Mattern, and Mattern’s statement
that “having the ability to access the internet is
not sufficient. We also have to have pedagogical
services and support systems like public library
services for instance”, which she asserts will foster “new forms of media literacy that we have to
equip people with today.” And this rang true, as
the responsibility of community-based mediator
for contemporary channels of information fell
to the woman who already has her hands full,

working in the local shop.
I am now limited by the wordcount, after
telling you all about my week of failing infrastructures. I can therefore only mention in
passing the vibrant fictional pieces by Matthew
De Abaitua (p12) and Jessica Foley (p42) that
embodied the theme of the publication, as well
as an interview with Cliodhna Harmey about
her wonderful artwork, Dublin Ships. And
indeed Chris Fite-Wassilak (p21) and Matt
Packer (p54), who further bolstered the publication with their analysis of Canary Wharf town
planning and a critique of EVA International’s
1996 catalogue, respectively. Even the design by
Peter Maybury, I began to appreciate as both
simple and functional – as an object directed
towards reading and viewing purposes.
‘Inventive’ and ‘resourceful’ are two words that
have taken on added meaning the past week,
and with all the antics and hijinks, it was at
least a boon that I could respond with anecdotal
experience of infrastructural collapse. It was also
a great comfort to engage with this object and
its content that made sense and worked.

Ingrid Lyons is a freelance writer and
curator, currently living and working
between London and Donegal.
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Art, Ireland and the Irish Diaspora
Éimear O’Connor
Irish Academic Press, 2020, 380 pp.

THIS IS AN immensely informative, well writ-

ten and enjoyable book with a foreword by
Declan Kiberd. The influence of Kiberd’s magisterial book, Inventing Ireland: The Literature of
the Modern Nation (1996), is clearly acknowledged by Éimear O’Connor who opens her
introduction, like Kiberd, with the question:
“If God invented whiskey to prevent the Irish
from ruling the world, then who invented Ireland?” As Kiberd tried to answer the question
using Irish literature, in Art, Ireland and the Irish
Diaspora: Chicago, Dublin, New York 1893-1939
Culture, Connections, and Controversies, O’Conner attempts the same with the visual arts in the
50-year period between 1893 and 1939. What
emerges is a large canvas displaying a variety
of personalities, events, exhibitions and themes
against a background of momentous political
and cultural change in Ireland, before and after
the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921. If, as proposed
by Kiberd, Ireland’s complex relationship to
England meant that the English helped invent
Ireland over centuries, O’Connor shifts the
ground to Ireland’s relationship with America.
The book reinforces, and illustrates, that the
‘idea of Ireland’ was fashioned, in large part, by
the Irish diaspora and their cultural connections
with a range of people within Ireland. One could
argue that the cultural influence of America
from that time is so strong that, in spite of our
membership of the European Union since 1973,
a former politician could say with some validity:
“We are closer to Boston than Berlin.”
As the title of the book indicates, this is not an
art historical book in which artworks are examined in great detail. Rather, it is a sociocultural
account of a labyrinth of connections between
the two countries that facilitated the greater
visibility of Irish art in America. Political events
at international, national and artistic levels are,
however, not forgotten. The impact of conser-

vative nationalist politics after the 1921 Treaty
on the visual arts is deftly threaded throughout
the narrative. One example is the short-lived
Ministry for Art in 1921 which, following the
anti-Treaty stance of De Valera, led to the fall
of the Free State government and the Ministry.
Various controversies are described in the
book, including the saga of the opposition to
Hugh Lane’s Municipal Gallery of Modern Art,
the fate of 39 Impressionist paintings and Lane’s
tragic death aboard The Lusitania in 1915. The
author emphasises that the usual binary opposition of traditionalists versus modernists is more
nuanced than often portrayed. Artists of all persuasions need an audience. Thus, conservative
Royal Hibernian Academy artists, for example,
often exhibited alongside modernists in exhibitions at home and abroad. Similarly, in spite of
her pivotal role in the Irish Literary Renaissance,
Lady Gregory nevertheless fully supported her
nephew’s ambitions for a museum of modern
art by lobbying and raising funds in the United States, while on tour in 1913 for the Abbey
Theatre. Lady Aberdeen too, despite her status
as part of the English ruling establishment in
Ireland, was a passionate supporter of Home
Rule and had a philanthropic desire to alleviate
poverty by founding The Irish Industries Association in 1886. She then turned her attention
to the eradication of tuberculosis, founding the
Women’s National Health Organisation in 1907
and Peamount Hospital in 1912.
The author relates in the introduction, that it
was earlier research (and subsequent book, Seán
Keating: Art, Politics and Building the Irish Nation
in 2013), which led to this book. It is divided
into four chronological sections: 1893 to 1907;
1907 to 1924; 1923 to 1935 and 1931 to 1939.
Each has a short introduction and summary. This
structure allows the author to maintain control
over a multifaceted narrative about personalities,

Eva Henrietta Hamilton, Achill Village, County Mayo, undated, private collection; © Whyte’s Fine Art

organisations, exhibitions and their contexts,
and yet produce a coherent, engaging book.
One of the book’s main achievements is the
way in which personalities are vividly brought to
life. Thus, we can follow the various activities of
Lady Aberdeen, artist and cultural commentator George Russell (AE), Sir Horace Plunkett,
founder of the Irish Agricultural Organisation
Society and the Department of Agricultural and
Technical Instruction, and the Irish-American
lawyer John Quinn, until their deaths in later
sections of the book. Quinn (1870–1924) is,
rightly, presented as a key figure of the diaspora,
in terms of his Irish friendships and energetic
support of Irish art through loans from his collection to ‘The Armory Show’ (1913) and other
exhibitions. He was also responsible for opening up Irish art to America by persuading the
Ways and Means Committee in 1913 to reduce
customs duties on modern art for non-residents.
This, in turn, led to an increased number of galleries in New York, including the Helen Hackett
Gallery and Padraic Farrell’s Irish Art Rooms,
both of which specialised in Irish art.
While the pivotal role of women in the arts
and crafts in Ireland has been acknowledged,
that of such women in America as Helen Hackett (former wife of émigré E. Byrne Hackett,

first director of Yale University Press) and Madeleine Boyd is less well known. Similarly, artists
like Marjorie Organ, Michael Power O’Malley,
Patrick Tuohy, all Irish émigrés, and photographer Frances Hubbard Flaherty are brought forward for further attention.
Recent scholarship on exhibitions has pointed out that they are the commonest way in which
art is encountered. O’Connor’s book recognises
this by providing details of exhibitions and fairs
to which Irish arts and crafts were introduced
to the public in Ireland and America from 1853
to 1939. This book will be of value to all those
interested in how Irish visual art became embedded, not only in American academia through
Irish Cultural Studies programmes, but also how
the way was paved for Irish artists to take their
place on the international stage.
Brenda Moore-McCann is a medical doctor and art historian. She is the author
of ‘The Irish Diaspora, the Cold War and
American Art in Ireland,’ in Hot Art, Cold
War – Western and Northern European
Writing on American Art 1945-1990 (New
York & London: Routledge, 2021) pp. 59-87
(in press).

Cover of Art, Ireland and the Irish Diaspora, Éimear O’Connor, published by Irish Academic Press
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Artist-Led

Studios
THREE ARTIST-LED STUDIO GROUPS SHARE INSIGHTS INTO
CURRENT ACTIVITIES.
Contributions from: Annie Lynott, General Manager at The Complex; Courtney Sharos and Niamh Porter,
co-directors of spacecraft artists’ studios; and Rob Hilken, trustee of Vault Artist Studios.

VAULT POP, pop up shop, Portview Trade Centre, Newtownards Road, Belfast; photograph courtesy Vault Artist Studios

Vault Artist Studios,
Belfast
IN EARLY 2019 Vault Artist Studios undertook a consul-

tation exercise with a local branding specialist (Paul Kelly,
Form Native), to understand what makes the organisation
tick. The studio had grown rapidly from a relatively small
original group of 25 artists, who took over a disused Ulster
Bank building in East Belfast for a year. When they landed
the opportunity to take over a vacant college building, they
expanded to over 100 artists and were left wondering if they
could sustain the essence of what had made the community
thrive during the first two years.
The Vaulters, as members are affectionately known, began
a series of informal conversations called ‘WTF is Vault Anyway?’ This was followed by a more focused series of workshops, aimed at developing a manifesto for the community.
They identified three fundamental principles that make Vault
different to other organisations: members cover a diverse
range of creative disciplines; their independence allows them
to organise around individual needs and invest in each other;

and their collective attitude gives them the energy to affect
the change that matters to studio members.
The first of these principles, diversity, is obvious to audiences who attend events at Vault. Membership includes visual artists (53%), performing artists (18%), musicians (16%)
and a smaller number of filmmakers, writers, event organisers,
curators, composers, chefs and community artists. Visitors
might well encounter circus performers rehearsing in the theatre, harp music drifting through the corridors or the smell
of fermented foods tantalising your taste buds. Artists are
constantly learning from each other, in order to expand their
growing public profiles and professional reputations. Members also exchange and sound out creative ideas, which can
lead to collaborative projects and initiatives, many of which
are cross-disciplinary.
A core manifestation of the second principle, independence, is that Vault do not seek any public funding towards
running costs. Like most artist studio groups in Northern
Ireland, Vault maintains a highly precarious existence. The
building is occupied for free on a one-month rolling lease
called a ‘Tenancy at Will’ agreement. The group generate
enough earned income from studio rents (some of the lowest in Ireland) and room rentals to cover ongoing core costs.
Vault run a self-funded public event programme and have
recently begun to focus on initiatives that will help members
grow their own incomes.

Being independent does not mean that they exist in isolation. Studio members understand that building partnerships
and relationships with public bodies is critical to maintaining
their independence. The trustees place a strategic emphasis
on maintaining regular communications with Belfast City
Council, the Arts Council of Northern Ireland, East Side
Partnership, Arts & Business NI and their landlords. This is
now paying dividends, as others now advocate on their behalf.
These relationships became critical to the survival of Vault
in 2020. COVID-19 had a severe impact, with the studio
losing nearly all of their income during the first lockdown.
Cash reserves were drained to cover staff, heating, water and
insurance bills. Artists could not pay their rent and they were
unable to generate income from external room bookings.
Being self-funded was suddenly a threat to the group’s existence. Vault were eventually able to access emergency funding
from the Department for Communities and from the Arts
Council of Northern Ireland. Their entrepreneurial management model allowed them to remain open until this emergency funding was secured.
The final principle is the one that members feel strongest
about: their close-knit community and overwhelming desire
to do things differently. Vault believe that the system is broken and that they can demonstrate a new kind of model, but
are currently grappling with an ideological challenge: how
should the contributions that individual members make to
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the community be valued? The studio was founded on the
principle that people would contribute time and energy
towards running the organisation, in order to maintain low
studio rents. This principle has become strained as the organisation has grown; inevitably some people are more able to
contribute than others.
Alternatives routes emerged out of the challenges posed by
the coronavirus pandemic: that Vault should focus on initiatives that help members to grow their creative businesses. They
ran a successful outdoor public event in September and have
recently opened a temporary shop in East Belfast to sell original artwork, editions and exclusive t-shirts. The shop builds on
the success of their online store, which launched last summer.
The biggest challenge, however, is maintaining the
strong community bonds that are so vital to members, when
social-distancing measures effectively block much of their
regular activity. The combined stresses on members of isolation and financial hardship have been overwhelming at times,
but they remain wildly optimistic about the future.
Vault Artist Studios is a group of artists working across
many disciplines, from visual art, music, photography
and film, to writing, puppetry and beekeeping.
vaultartiststudios.com

The Complex,
Dublin
THE COMPLEX IS a ‘place where art lives’. It has 17 mul-

tidisciplinary artist’s studios, a gallery and a venue, situated
in a converted warehouse in the heart of the fruit markets,
Dublin 7. A stone’s throw from Capel Street, The Complex’s
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ambitious new home on Arran Street East holds its history of trading in fruit and vegetables, with banana ripening
chambers now repurposed as studios. The raw industrial aesthetic of the interconnecting warehouses has been retained, a
trademark of The Complex’s previous conversions of five city
centre spaces for arts practice.
Founded by artistic director Vanessa Fielding, The Complex is a much-needed centre for arts in Dublin city. It is the
only space with a significant number of artist studios together
with a gallery and a warehouse-style performance venue and
is the only live arts venue in the north west inner city. The performance space is open plan and fully versatile, with options
to design alternative settings using in-house modular seating
and stages. It has height for circus, circumference for theatre
in the round, traverse and promenade. Its programme is mixed
with makes and hires, arts and events, theatre, music, opera,
contemporary dance, dance nights and commercial shoots. In
spite of the devastating impact of COVID-19 restrictions on
live performances, this large, open-plan, double-height space
has proved invaluable for arts organisations throughout the
pandemic, as a space for rehearsals and live-streaming, while
we wait for audiences to return.
The Ground Floor Gallery is also unique, in that it has a
distinct aesthetic and is not a traditional white cube, retaining most of its original warehouse features. The Complex has
developed and adapted its extensive visual art programme for
2021 to consider the impact of COVID-19 restrictions. As
ever, the programme is devised from a mix of exhibition proposals and curated programming, making it accessible to a
diverse range of local, national and international artists.
The Complex’s Visual Art Programme has been evolving
since 2009, with a focus on curating the work of emerging/
mid-career Irish artists. It has attracted significant media
attention in recent years, celebrated for its curatorial originality and the unusual aesthetic of the gallery itself. Commissions from Robert Dunne, Barbara Knežević, Pádraig
Spillane, Glenn Fitzgerald, Liliane Puthod, Richard Proffitt
and Sibyl Montague took place in 2019. In 2020 an inter-

Paul Hallahan and Marcel Vidal, ‘Everybody Knows’, installation view, The Complex; courtesy of The Complex and the artists

national element was developed, embracing a group show
of four celebrated Liverpool-based artists – Frances Disley,
David Jacques, Brendan Lyons and Paul Rooney – and a solo
show featuring Leipzig-based artist, Tine Günther.
Its 2021 programme is both exciting and ambitious and
features a diverse range of contemporary Irish artists. Ann
Ensor and Alex de Roeck begin the programme in February with ‘Nature? Fact and Fiction’, a two-person exhibition
responding to the tailored, distressed aesthetic of the gallery.
Mark Swords and Tanad Williams will launch their collaboration ‘A Means of Exchange’ in April. The Complex curators
Mark O’Gorman and Paul McGrane invited the artists in
early 2019 to discuss a collaboration. Just weeks before they
were first contacted, both artists, who did not know each other previously, had coincidentally met in William’s studio to
discuss his recent work. The two decided to collaborate by
continuing the conversation that had begun in the studio.
Through correspondence and several subsequent studio visits,
they began their “back and forth” as the artists referred to
it, sharing ideas, responding and witnessing developments in
each other’s work. ‘A Means of Exchange’ is a record of this.
Later this year, the Ground Floor Gallery will host solo
exhibitions by Emma Roche and studio artist Austin Hearne.
A curated group show, titled ‘Ethylene’, will see artists Aleana
Egan, Áine McBride, Dennis McNulty and Conor O’Sullivan respond to the presence of the organic compound that
was used in the original banana ripening chambers of The
Complex.
The Complex Studios houses 36 artists of all disciplines.
The studios are all occupied and always full. There is 24-hour
access and both individual and communal spaces. Visual
Art Co-ordinator, Paul McGrane, manages the studios and
selects the artists. The studio criteria has a focus on pure arts
rather than creative businesses, mixed practice and mid-career, so that the artists are not just from one discipline.
Twelve-month leases are offered, and the artists are invited to
apply for a subsidy each year to assist with the cost, supported
by the Arts Council of Ireland. The Complex also runs the
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Art Factory, supporting guest artists, based on the quality of
project ideas. In 2019, five really strong projects were selected
for development and we hope to show them in 2021.
Community engagement is important to The Complex.
We provide a base for the High Hopes Choir, Ireland’s first
choir for homeless people, and we also run Complex Youth
Theatre, now in its eleventh year, led by Anthony Goulding.
The Complex produces at least one in-house theatre production each year, directed by Vanessa Fielding. The production
for 2021 is an exciting transposition of a classic play, The Rose
Tattoo, by Tennessee Williams, reset in a modern Irish traveller community. This work explores themes of women’s liberation and aims to accelerate the debate on traveller feminism
in Ireland.
The Complex is an artist-led organisation and is open
to collaboration.
thecomplex.ie

Spacecraft,
Limerick
SPACECRAFT ARTISTS’ STUDIOS is a non-profit, artist-led

workspace in Limerick City, set up as an affordable space to
accommodate creative practitioners of all levels. The space
hosts a community of artists and creatives from a range of
disciplines. Spacecraft is located in a high footfall area, adjacent to the popular Milk Market in Limerick city centre.
The centrality of spacecraft provides opportunities to active-

ly engage with surrounding arts organisations, allowing the
members to make valuable professional connections.
In August 2017, Limerick School of Art and Design
alumni, Isolde Donohoe, Oscar Staehelin and Ciara Barker established spacecraft as a CLG (Company Limited by
Guarantee). The space is governed by members and a voluntary, artist-led board of directors that provides valuable
support and advice across areas such as arts administration
and policy, programming, financing and leadership. At the
beginning of 2020, the board established a new internal management structure, devised to ensure the sustainability of the
space and its operations. This new model shares responsibilities through the appointment of roles fulfilled by each studio
member. These roles include Accounts Manager, PR Manager, Programme Coordinator, Maintenance Manager and
two appointed Co-Directors, who liaise between the studio
members and the board and manage administrative tasks of
the studio. As these roles rotate frequently, the system offers
professional development opportunities for studio members,
and transparency regarding the management of a creative
workspace.
Spacecraft began in 2017 by activating a vacant commercial unit as a shared studio space, providing much needed
space and support for eight early-career artists based in Limerick. In 2020, with support from the Arts Council Workspace Scheme and Limerick Arts Office, we successfully
expanded our studios into a neighbouring vacant unit. ‘Unit 7’
gives each of the eight studio members a desk and wall space
within three rooms, offering more privacy and warmer conditions to work in. ‘Unit 6’ is now an open-plan, shared project space – an essential environment for members to create
large-scale work, rehearse, document and experiment across
a variety of disciplines. This space will also be used to present
a public programme of exhibitions, presentations, workshops
and artist talks. It is a very exciting time for spacecraft, as we
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grow and move towards a programme that inspires and celebrates ambitious projects initiated by emerging artists.
Activity continues to progress and develop each year within spacecraft. Previously, members had participated in events
including open studios as part of Culture Night, which was
a great opportunity for our members to interact with the
public, show insights into their practice and network with
local artists. For Culture Night 2020, in compliance with
COVID-19 restrictions, spacecraft delivered an online tour
of the studio and featured interviews with each member (see
spacecraftlimerick.com). In December 2019, with support
from Limerick Arts Office, spacecraft members collaborated
to present a members’ exhibition. This was the first instalment
of what will hopefully be an annual showcase. March 2021
will see spacecraft’s first on-site exhibition by studio member
Hannah Bloom and artist Julie Weber in our newly established project space.
Supporting emerging artists and their ambitions in their
professional practice is a fundamental part of our ethos. The
project space is an essential resource to showcase members’
work, encouraging them to initiate projects and create opportunities for themselves and other artists. Health and safety
regulations have been implemented, due to COVID-19. At
spacecraft, the aim is to retain a space that allows practitioners to work safely and productively.

Current members of spacecraft artist studios are:
Anna Blair, Hannah Bloom, Carey Long, Niamh Porter,
Amy Richardson, Courtney Sharos, Paul Williams and
Angela Vaughan. Additional information on previous
and current members is available on the spacecraft
website.
spacecraftlimerick.com
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An Integrated Vision
SUSAN CAMPBELL PROBES THE PARAMETERS OF ATELIER MASER, A
MIXED-USE STUDIO AND GALLERY SPACE IN CENTRAL DUBLIN.

Lola Donoghue, Tier 31, 2020, oil on canvas, installation view; courtesy of
the artist and Atelier Maser

‘Assemble’, group show, L-R: Jane Fogarty (sculpture), Alice Fitzgerald (print), Aoife Scott (sculptures), Deirdre Breen (prints), installation view; courtesy of the
artists and Atelier Maser

LOCATED ON CHARLEMONT Street in Dublin’s south city

Yoga, meditation and other wellness classes enrich and
complement the Atelier’s programming, fostering what
Maser regards as ‘integrated living’. Classes and workshops,
once restarted, will take place in the gallery, since Maser
believes that sharing an environment with artworks enhances the experiences offered. Where studio placements have, to
date, been informal and responsive to need, he hopes to put a
structure in place for a residency programme that will accommodate those with non-traditional backgrounds. Working
alongside an experienced artist will naturally create the conditions for mentorship, including advice on how to build an
art career.
It is almost two years since the Atelier’s inaugural show,
‘A Stag’s Head’, introduced the space to the public. It featured canvases by the painter Peter Doyle, whose distinctive
figurative style emerged from his beginnings in graffiti art,
and incorporates, at times, the kinds of decorative and still
life elements found in works by Matisse. Between 2019 and
2020, subsequent programming presented ‘Distorted Identity’ by Aches, ‘Utility’ by Stephen Burke and ‘Chromatic’ by
Shane Griffen.
However, the planned schedule stalled unavoidably last
spring, when the Atelier’s first group exhibition, ‘Assemble’,
was pushed back from a March-April slot, originally planned
to coincide with St. Patrick’s Day. The show’s title alluded to
its genesis in Maser’s enthusiasm for collecting and drawing
into dialogue the work of artists with a shared proficiency
in the use of colour and other formal elements. It showcased seven artists – Alice Fitzgerald, Leah Hewson, Deirdre Breen, Jane Fogarty, Helen Steele, Aoife Scott and Lola
Donoghue – who, despite a diverse use of mediums and creative concerns, produce often graphic abstractions that have
parallels with Maser’s own output. Installation photographs
suggest that Breen’s hard-edged, geometric prints, Hewson’s
architectural wall-mounted pieces, and Steele’s dynamic Spin
sat easily alongside the subtleties evident in Fogarty’s paperbased and sculptural works, and the bright painterly canvases
of Donoghue.
Maser describes some of the positive outcomes arising
from working around the vicissitudes of a global pandemic.

centre, Atelier Maser is a relatively new, independent art
facility, which took its place within the city’s cultural infrastructure in late 2018. It is financed by the eponymous street
and installation artist, known for his bold and upbeat abstract
compositions. Maser conceived the workspace as a multipurpose studio and gallery that would nurture emerging talent
through a combination of residencies and exhibitions. Under
more usual, non-pandemic conditions, the facility opens to
the public four days a week, including weekends, and comprises a large interior space, divided and modified to suit its
range of activities.
Following periods spent in London and the US, Maser
recalls arriving at the decision to return to Dublin and establish lasting foundations for his work. He was also intent on
moving his practice forward, and had the idea of investing
in a space where he could plan and produce projects, while
championing artists who don’t readily fit the conventional
criteria for funding and other supports. Locating a rentable
unit close to his home – a stone’s throw from his first studio
in the Bernard Shaw pub – he and a group of friends set
about fitting it out on a tight budget.
Two discrete, multi-use spaces were carved out from the
empty shell, overhung by a 3.5 metre, silver spray-painted
ceiling, featuring exposed pipework. One of these became
a gallery, configured in a familiar white-cube format with
sealed concrete floors, specialist lights and a dearth of visual
distractions. The second space functions as a studio-cum-office, and has a more textured, industrial finish that combines
blue paintwork with sheets of cost-effective OSB board. This
scheme was informed by design features the artist had noted
in New York, and aspires to a robust, uncluttered functionality.
In negotiating the learning curve associated with launching and building this initiative, especially given the challenges
thrown up by COVID-19, the Atelier’s physical parameters
continue to be modified, its programmes rescheduled when
necessary, and their content fine-tuned. Where the original
square-shaped unit had been split roughly down the middle,
it was recently reconfigured to incorporate a moveable dividing wall that lends it greater flexibility.

Shifting the postponed opening of ‘Assemble’ from the usual Thursday evening slot to daytime at the weekend – as a
way to reduce crowds while still safely accommodating visitor
numbers – gave rise to an alternative and, he discovered, more
successful model. Compared to the condensed throng of the
familiar opening night, which often leaves little room to view
the exhibits, he found a measured trickle of viewers over a
longer period of time facilitated enhanced art experiences and
interesting conversations. This, he believes is the way forward,
as are more frequent shows with shorter runs, since he argues
that those who really want to, will make sure to see the work.
Having applied, unsuccessfully to date, for support from
funding bodies, Maser continues to finance the Atelier from
artist fees received for projects at home and abroad. A recent
example is a mural completed in Cork for the first Ardú
Street Art Festival (12 – 31 October 2020), which was funded by Creative Ireland and Cork City Council. He is content
to let the facility’s potential unfold over time, but anticipates
it finding its own momentum and sustainability. The funding
model he has been working on is underpinned by a scheme
that comprises tiered membership packages. Due to go live
last year, it was impacted by the March 2020 lockdown and
held back until Spring 2021. It will include a range of individual and corporate options with cumulative benefits, such
as printed catalogues, discounts on classes and signed and
numbered limited-edition prints.
Optimistic about the Atelier’s future, Maser’s enthusiasm
for its remit and contribution to Dublin’s cultural life echoes
the invigorating qualities found in his artworks. It is an invitation to participate in and watch with interest how this multipurpose, integrated, yet flexible incubation space fulfils its
promise in the months and years ahead.
Susan Campbell is an independent visual arts writer
and researcher.
Established in 2018, Atelier Maser is a creative studio and gallery space located on Charlemont Square,
Dublin.
ateliermaser.com
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John Busher, L-R: Untitled, 2018-2020; Walking in the Park, 2017; Celebration (After Party), 2017; Carriage, 2019, installation view, Wilton Castle; photograph by Frank Abruzzese, courtesy of the artist

LAST SPRING, MANY artists were restricted to their homes. As we

Painting Solitude
JOHN BUSHER DISCUSSES ‘SIFT’, AN ARTIST-LED GROUP
EXHIBITION IN WILTON CASTLE IN WEXFORD.

entered into another lockdown over the winter months, our worlds again
contracted to a 5 km perimeter. Almost akin to working small, we accepted
how one might take advantage of the restrictions imposed on us. Some
artists resigned to an inability to make work; others set up makeshift studios and laboured feverishly. Many shows were cancelled or postponed.
The instability of not knowing meant that notions of DIY culture were
being redefined in the digital realm.
Early morning walks have always been an intrinsic part of my practice.
Familiar sights, such as ruined mills and abandoned rail tracks, form the
topography of the River Boro – a tributary of the River Slaney, which rises
in the dense moss overlooked by the Blackstairs Mountain. Big stately
houses, such as Coolbawn House, Castleboro House and Macmine Castle,
now lie ivy-clad against the riverbank. Among these once-thriving estates
is Wilton Castle, reduced to ruins during the Irish Civil War in 1923 and
now partially restored by a devoted farmer, Seán Windsor, over the last
17 years.
With access to cultural institutions hindered once more, Wilton Castle
opened up the possibility of an exhibition venue within my 5 km border
in north Wexford. The castle’s remote location seemed to chime somewhat
with the solitary life of a painter (this solitude is what attracted me to
the medium in the first instance). Daniel Robertson designed the castle
around an existing country house, the scorched metal hanging rail still visible on the bare stone walls of the drawing room. It’s tempting to reimagine what a contemporary collection might look like today. ‘Sift’ began as a
painting project in 2015, in response to the themes of memory and place.
I decided to revisit the project, this time through the lens of Instagram,
inviting Irish and international artists who live and work well beyond my
5 km boundary, from cities such as Los Angeles, London, Berlin and Dublin. The shared global experience of the pandemic brought to the fore a
collective awareness of being in it together. Forming an artist-led group
show therefore seemed logical.
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Placing work within the ruined castle became the primary focus of the project, but also filtered out in response to
architectural details such as the medieval doorway, towers
and underground passageway. Richard Proffitt’s installation
reclaimed the burnt remains of the original central beams,
reactivating small chambers within a tunnel system. Christof
Mascher’s mixed media installation found space within ‘The
Lady’s View’, an elevated site overlooking the central tower and river below. The architectural fabric of Wilton House
was occupied by Gemma Browne, Paige Turner-Uribe and
myself, including features such as windows, balconies and
doors. Christopher Orr’s small-scale cryptic paintings were
hosted in what would have originally been the reception, the
eye of the building, seen through silver-grey Mount Leinster
granite. The installation of work necessitated a discursive process, involving ongoing conversations with the artists through
direct messaging and emails.
Gemma Browne’s painting, My Apron Knows Me Well,
appears optimistic. Playful in scale, windows and curtains are
sketchily blocked in, with a flicker of light coming through
the transparent drapes. Black outlines are filled with bright
colour, at times possibly referring to children’s colouring
books. But not all is well – windows peer out from behind
empty voids. A floating pinafore appears hemmed in; there
is a sense of looking out but also looking in. A claustrophobic atmosphere swells in the air, seeming at odds with active
and lively painting. Browne’s discordant themes appear candy-coated, like fairy tales gone awry.
Los Angeles-based painter, Paige Turner-Uribe, delights
in quiet moments culled from a variety of sources, such as
cult films, found images and personal ephemera. John D.
Hancock’s horror film, Let’s Scare Jessica to Death1, has been a
repeated source of inspiration for the artist, often compared
to Irish novelist Sheridan Le Fanu’s Gothic novella, Carmilla2, in which themes of unreality play out in an inconclusive
manner. A sweet, sun-drenched melancholy frames otherwise
banal daily encounters, such as waking from sleep, sitting at a
park bench, or pacing along a sidewalk. Turner-Uribe dresses
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her paintings in titles that lend a strange register. Fuzzy chartreuse narratives sometimes dip into cool blues and mauves.
‘Cut and paste’ is a practice associated with early Dadaists
like Hannah Höch, who appropriated imagery from magazines, particularly human forms. Confronted by scale, her
photomontages undoubtedly informed punk zine culture of
the 1970s. Where the Long Shadows Fall, a painting by Christopher Orr, sees three young men carry what appears to be a
wounded colleague. There is a striking likeness in their faces,
their upper torsos bare. Olive military uniforms are smeared
in magenta, which is echoed in the foreground and sky directly above. Their shorts are indicative of a more tropical climate.
A puzzling orb-like face emits light, a moon or sun above
signalling events below. Perhaps Orr’s more stark reference
to photomontage is a diminutive figure, dressed in jeans and
hoodie, a handbag slung over her shoulder. A possible nod to
Rococo, she too releases traces of light.
Christof Mascher often presents us with art historical vignettes. At times brooding, there are many passages
through which one can enter his paintings. Nocturnal houses
emerge from fog; eccentric architectural forms give way to a
pre-industrial way of life; tight-knit communities huddle to
shelter from the cold; the framed glow of light from oil lanterns projects random patterns. Mascher’s palette of mucky
browns is all his own. There is something musical about these
arrangements, with swatches of violet meeting in polyphonic
unison. Dancing horses can mingle with dinosaurs – minute
detail, calling to mind the Dutch Renaissance painter, Hieronymus Bosch.
Civic aspects of the built environment have long occupied
bodily interests within my own painting practice. Uprooted
from distant sources, relics such as disused canals and aqueducts sit alongside shop fronts, housing developments and
alleyways. In Houses That Are Gone…, masked or shrouded
figures drift through, while a barely-there figure gestures
beneath a thicket of leaves. A garland cuts across and terraced houses are temporarily suspended. Perceptual barriers
render themselves as pockets of dense social activity. A slight

sparring process occurs, recently taking place on fluorescent
grounds.
Richard Proffitt’s practice is a hyperactive hoarding of
debris, stashing a mind-bending assortment of objects – from
charred driftwood and paint-stripped bottle caps, to cassette
tapes and seaweed. These scattered remains have a ‘happened
upon’ feel about them. Riffing on aspects of hippie counterculture, his paintings are conceived with a random logic;
dream catchers sit alongside images of birthday cakes, tree
houses or temple sculptures. Leading titles point to mystical themes, such as pagan rituals and sun worship. In an
archaeological fever, he assembles work that seems to suggest
half-imagined human activity.
Given the unpredictable nature of lockdown, waiting for
cultural institutions to reopen has at times been frustrating.
As a result, DIY culture has never been more alive. Different
forms of presenting painting practice have emerged online in
recent times; however, nothing entirely replaces the physical
act of meeting a painting first-hand. But for now, it’s taking a detour to places that might have seemed unimaginable
in pre-pandemic times. Installed as a winter show, the project unfolded over several weeks via Instagram (@siftpainting #siftpainting). How work was framed within the space
was important, taking in architectural details and individual
responses to particular parts of the building. This meant that
there was a gradual feeding of each respective practice.

John Busher is an artist and occasional curator based
in Wexford.
Notes
1
John D. Hancock, Let’s Scare Jessica to Death, 1971, Paramount Pictures.
2
Joseph Thomas Sheridan Le Fanu, Carmilla, 1872, Valancourt Books.

Paige Turner-Uribe, L-R: Romantic Blue, 2017; A Blue Dressing Room, 2018, both oil on canvas, installation
view, Wilton Castle; photograph by Frank Abruzzese, courtesy of the artist

Christof Mascher, 26.10:55, 2020, acrylic and pencil on board; photograph by Frank Abruzzese,
courtesy of the artist

Christopher Orr, Where the Long Shadows Fall, 2017, oil on canvas, installation view, Wilton Castle;
photograph by Frank Abruzzese, courtesy of the artist
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Artist Collectives
THREE RECENTLY ESTABLISHED ARTIST COLLECTIVES TALK ABOUT
THEIR FORMATION AND AMBITIONS.
also involves drawing and performance in which colour, repetition, chance, pattern and large-scale textiles play central
roles. Helen Blake and Elizabeth Kinsella are both painters
who examine the central role of colour conversations in novel ways. Blake’s small-scale, patterned work stresses rhythm,
chance and formalism as working methods for process and
contemplation to guide the work’s evolution. Conversely,
Kinsella’s large-scale artworks reference everyday materials to
question the materiality of paint in relation to three-dimensional space. However, both artists find form through grid,
pattern and the interaction of planes.
Jane Fogarty’s painting installations consist of paper and
pigment compressed into hand-formed shapes and works on
paper. Fogarty relates to Kinsella’s concerns about the relationship between 2D and 3D, yet the colour in Fogarty’s
paintings is derived from her sculptural works. Susan Connolly uses the materiality and history of abstract painting
as primary sources. For Connolly, it is the idea and not the
craft that becomes the subject and materialises into a visual conversation. Stephanie McGowan’s practice explores the
overlapping materiality of natural and man-made environments and the tensions that may arise from disconnecting,
manipulating and reassembling everyday materials. The idea
of utilising natural materials as subject and concept is also
acknowledged in my own ongoing body of work, titled ‘Office
of Public Wonder’. Through my focus on ‘pathic aesthetics’,
my site-responsive drawing practice engages the atmospheric,
material, temporal and corporeal aspects of sites in developing the work.
Recently, N I N E published a pocket-sized exhibition,
featuring selected images from each artist. The publication is
featured in Dublin Art Book Fair 2020: Design as an Attitude, curated by critic and author Alice Rawsthorn, which
took place online and physically at Temple Bar Gallery +
Studios (23 November – 6 December). N I N E is currently working towards a group exhibition and the delivery of a
webinar. We are also considering who our next number one
guest might be!
Kiera O’Toole is an artist based in Sligo and a PhD
researcher at Loughborough University.
nine-artists.com
@nine_artists
N I N E publication; courtesy of the collective

NINE
nine-artists.com

N I N E IS A nationwide visual artist collective who came

together online in May 2020. Elizabeth Kinsella originally invited four artists from the North West to exhibit in
the Hyde Bridge Gallery in Sligo, but the exhibition was
postponed until 2021 due to COVID-19. After many discussions, we invited four additional artists whose practices
engage with materiality and process. The name of the group
is N I N E and consists of eight artists, each with a corresponding number from two to nine, leaving number one free
for our regular guests (artists, writers or curators). The painter Natalia Black was our first invited guest. Through weekly
online meetings, the collective provides a supportive network
for the exchange of ideas and concerns around practice and
professional development.
As a collective, N I N E explores notions of embodiment

and materiality as the basis for aesthetic experiences, particularly within the current virtual climate. We question how
matter, which resounds in our bodies as a felt sense, can form
and inform our making. Through making, we query the ways
in which humans may engage with materials in our world,
and what it means to make something from these materials.
Although N I N E is a collective, we each have an individual visual language with a developed personal relationship
to materiality. Converging points of interest are making,
systems, tactility, pattern, repetition, ritual, networks, agency, collectivism, site, wonder, time and space. Our outcomes
do not necessarily privilege material matter over concept but
employ multiple strategies to engage with the aesthetic qualities of materials.
The diverse practices of the group find intrinsic commonalities within materiality. Collectively, we are driven by multiple interests including drawing, painting, performance, sculpture, site-specific art and socially-engaged practice. Celina
Muldoon’s practice examines themes of identity, memory and
surveillance, using the political agency of her body. Muldoon
is known for her performances, but she notes that drawing is
embedded within her practice and lies at the heart of every
performance. Laura McCafferty’s interdisciplinary practice

Angelica
angelica.network

ANGELICA AIMS TO amplify the voices of self-identify-

ing women and non-binary artists of minority cultural and
minority ethnic backgrounds who are based on the island of
Ireland. It was conceived and is managed by Moran Beennoon and Jane Morrow. Had we infinite space and time, I
think we would have framed this piece as a conversation. We
talk a lot. We have to get this right.
The network was born of a Twitter exchange in June
2020, in which Moran posted a series of resources for visual
art professionals to start embodying diversity in their programmes, and the challenges of finding artists at all stages of
their careers from different parts of the island: “I wish I had a
resource in the form of a list of POC women artists based in
Ireland/NI”. We continued our conversations, and Angelica
was born. We created it to lead to fruitful relationships and
new opportunities, designed to help curators and programmers to work with a more diverse art community.
For us both, the network represents a coming together of
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the personal and the professional: bringing together our skills,
motivations and – perhaps most importantly – networks,
to create more opportunities for visual artists, curators and
multi-disciplinary practitioners. Beyond that, it’s also about
a better artworld, and highlighting what we are all missing
when those excluded remain invisible.
With diversity high on everyone’s agenda, we did have
concerns about allegations of tokenism. We’re quite clear that
this resource supports those artists who are politically marginalised (rather than, for example, geographically). Equally,
no marginalised person wants to be treated as monolithic –
invited to talk or make work only about your marginalisation, packaging the subject matter of otherness, or explaining
the validity of your existence to the non-marginalised. But
what if we didn’t do all of that talking? Moreover, what if
we only talked, and didn’t act? The problem with diversity is
structural, in how the field is organised to be heavily reliant
on social contacts. We specifically wanted to do work that
detours around those conventions, and the curators who
responded confirmed that they were looking to diversify and
simply didn’t have accessible resources to do so. There is work
to do on this island, and Angelica is one of our contributions
to that work.
Angelica isn’t funded, or even an organisation. We’re just
two tired women, with a view to challenging and growing the
sector and supporting great people along the way. Bringing
Angelica together was a collaborative effort, and we are grateful to all of those who offered support and suggestions, and to
our designer Natali for translating our mission so beautifully.
In the first instance, we reached out through our island-wide
peer networks to gather the names and contact details of artists that we could and should approach, then sought permission from the artists to share their details online. Many identified with our goals. Some did not. But no one felt that it was
unnecessary or wished us anything but luck. We’re not being
paid; nor are we paying the artists. We want you to pay them.
There are no stakeholders or quotas or engagement figures.
Nor is Angelica a curated resource; if you’re in, you’re in. As
of late November 2020, there are 24 visual artists, curators
and multidisciplinary practitioners on the list. The Angelica
Instagram account features artist profiles, takeovers and live
events, as well as a series of artists’ opportunities, and words or
provocations from our mission statement, designed to initiate
conversation about language, identity and representation.
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We encourage you to spend some time with the list, and
then on the artists’ websites or social media accounts; there is
more diversity in their practices, approaches, motivations and
backgrounds than can be meaningfully represented here, and
they do that much better than we do.
So far, Angelica seems to be working. Our earliest
approaches to other curators reflected a genuine interest and
enthusiastic, cross-border commitment to inclusion. Individual artists from the list have been approached by curators,
programmers and figures from other artforms; we’ve heard
this from both sides. More recently, we have been approached
by a handful of larger institutions, on both sides of the border,
who have proposed projects with the Angelica artists. Some
of these will become visible in early 2021, and we’ll share the
details as they emerge.
The Angelica website invites your participation – either
as an artist or an advocate (angelica.network). You can also
engage with us on Instagram (angelica.network). As well as
all the talking and doing, we’re also listening.
Jane Morrow is a curator, writer and researcher
based in Belfast and cofounder of the Angelica
network. Resourcing, nurturing and profiling artists’
practices has been a longstanding facet of her work.
She is also interested in infrastructure, working
across network and production contexts.
janemorrow.com

Na Cailleacha
nacailleacha.weebly.com

NA CAILLEACHA ARE a collective of eight women, all based

here but coming from Holland, England and Switzerland as
well as Ireland. The group comprises six artists, one musician
and an art writer/curator, bent on exploring ways of working together, taking stock of collective experience over many
years. This includes exploring our attitudes to aging and those
of the wider community, our bodies, our place in the artworld,

how we relate to our cultures and heritage and our experience
of pandemic-related isolation. In that context, we were lucky
enough to spend a month together at the Ballinglen Arts
Foundation in September, where we formed a pod and could
interact freely among ourselves.
In Ballinglen we made music, paintings, drawings, a performance, began a print portfolio, a documentary film and
started our blog. Our daily activities were regularly rounded
off with a programme of after-dinner discussions on issues
that are important to us, covering a wide range of topics from
pleasure and friendship, to fear and isolation. Although we
hadn’t all known each other before we arrived in Ballinglen,
we were pleased to discover that we could all work, talk and
share music together from the first day. And although we had
no set plan, we quickly found ourselves reacting to each other’s work, taking the opportunity to participate in cross-over
sessions between Carole Nelson’s ruminations on the saxophone and our charcoal responses, exchanging skill sets.
We presented some of this in four public afternoon-tea
events in Ballinglen and a panel discussion in Ballina. We
also plan to exhibit some of the work that has come out of
our interactions with the landscape, history and community
in North Mayo, in venues in Tipperary and Wexford, starting
with the nationwide screening of the documentary during
Bealtaine and an exhibition and symposium at South Tipperary Arts Centre in Clonmel. We are now planning a thematic
project for a return residency at Ballinglen this June.
We have called ourselves Na Cailleacha, the Irish word
meaning witches or hags. We want to explore our 500 years of
experience of being creative women in a collective way. In this
endeavour, we will be doing what women have always done –
working, sharing and supporting, arguing and debating with
each other, owning our space and claiming our visibility.
As outlined in our mission statement: We intend to align
the strengths we have gained as older women artists with the
history, mythology and landscape of the locations where we
work, to produce a body of work that is empowering, imaginative and stimulating for us to make, and to share with communities around Ireland.
As of now, Na Cailleacha are busy on a number of projects
begun in Ballinglen. Painter and performance artist, Patricia
Hurl, and her partner, Therry Rudin, a painter and filmmaker,
are making and filming a new performance; Helen Comerford, a painter and educator, is making a new body of encaustic paintings which will be joined by oak gall drawings and
paintings by Maria Levinge; composer and musician, Carole Nelson, has been composing vignettes in response to the
sense of depth and breadth in the North Mayo landscape and
working with Barbara Freeman (painter and new media artist) who is looking at skin – both human and environmental;
Gerda Teljeur, whose work explores the linear potential and
energy of ink on paper, inspires us all with the modesty of
her medium and its transformation when used for large scale
work; and I hover, parasitically, around the group, attempting
to make sense as an art historian and curator of these emerging collaborations and relationships across arts practices and
disciplines.
We have been back from Ballinglen since the end of September, isolated now in studios and workrooms in Belfast,
Dublin, rural Tipperary, Kilkenny, Carlow and Wexford,
praising providence for the internet, which allows us to share
work across distances. We are determined to sustain all the
benefits of mutual support, argument and critical debate that
we enjoyed when we were able to work together. We need
to keep the pressure on, as we prepare for exhibitions in
Clonmel, Wexford, Roscrea and Ballinglen in 2021 and the
nationwide launch of our documentary film during the Bealtaine Festival next May.
Catherine Marshall is a curator and art writer, former
head of Collections at IMMA and co-editor of Art and
Architecture of Ireland, Twentieth Century (2014).
nacailleacha.weebly.com

Angelica logo; courtesy Natali Bleich and the Angelica network
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Eleanor McCaughey, Wizard, 2020, oil and gouache on Fabriano, 70 × 100 cm; courtesy of the artist

What Remains of
This Place?
RACHEL MCINTYRE INTERVIEWS ELEANOR MCCAUGHEY
AND RICHARD PROFFITT ABOUT THEIR EXHIBITION IN EAST
WALL, DUBLIN.

Rachel McIntyre: Your two-person exhibition, ‘What Remains of This
Place?’ was temporarily installed around East Wall, Dublin in November.
I’m interested in why this area was chosen, beyond the necessity of staying
5km from home.
Richard Proffitt: Although close to the city centre, East Wall is only
recently seeing the effects of gentrification. It retains an essence of what
old Dublin would have been like, but there’s a slight infiltration of newcomers, and more visibly, corporations like Facebook. But what I’ve found
interesting since the onset of the pandemic is how the influence of these
changes has waned, as though the area is returning to itself. I felt I was able
to see the place again and to take in its texture.
RM: The works were situated in forgotten edges, where the old and new
are patchily knitted together. Motifs and patterns in your works were
echoed in the environmental backdrops – the graffiti, the damp patches
on pebbledash or brickwork walls, the weeds poking through. It allowed
the works to blend in, becoming at home in their surroundings. Eleanor,
your painting Wizard comes to mind.
Eleanor McCaughey: I first expected to situate my work in the IFSC, so
began taking photographs there. Although the buildings are mostly empty,
there are still security guards patrolling. You’re being watched, which is
eerie in such an abandoned setting. There had been so much noise, construction and energy from the many large building complexes, it was never
quiet, never dark. The sudden silence during lockdown was unsettling. I
began setting my works up on pristine picnic benches outside office developments but immediately it didn’t work. Like Richard mentioned, the texture in the older part of the neighbourhood was perfect.
RM: Richard, I’m also thinking of your work, Daydreamin’ Dude / If I Was
in L.A. – a shrine-like installation with sound, documented through video
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as well as photographs. Electrical cables run along the
wall; there’s a sense of ambiguity as to what is part of
the artwork and what isn’t.
RP: Yes, that was deliberate. That piece was installed in
a derelict loading bay that Eleanor and I came across.
There’s so much construction in various stages of completion and for purely practical reasons this lent itself
to the installations. It’s very easy and quick to add a
nail and hang work from makeshift wooden hoardings.
EM: When I took my work out of the studio, it looked
so different. I had felt there was a sense of absurdity
to the sculptures and paintings, but this completely
changed in this new context, which grounded them
and brought out their earthly qualities.
RM: You both often create structures to house your
works, either intrinsic to them or that contain them
in some way. Did this experience feel very different?
RP: I’m comfortable with showing my work in
non-traditional spaces. What I look forward to is not
trying to fit the work in but adapting the work to the
environment. I want it to blend in and become part of
its surroundings, like the objects had gathered or built
up over time.
EM: It was very exciting. In my studio, I meticulously set everything up – lighting, reflective backgrounds
and specific material. This experience made me think
about my work differently and to reconsider the extent
to which this is necessary.
RP: It was beneficial, especially now that most exhibitions are being cancelled or postponed. The process of
installing allows me a sense of distance from the work
that is impossible in the studio. There, my peripheral
vision is clouded by the other artworks and materials
I have around.
RM: Some of the installations reminded me of roadside shrines or memorials. Was this at all a response to
the ongoing pandemic? Could you both speak about
spirituality in your work?
EM: It’s interesting, my family are religious and their
response to the pandemic is to wonder why this is hap-
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pening, which does lead me to consider it from that
angle too. One of my installations, If there is something,
a vase sculpture with plastic flowers, comes to mind.
I had been thinking about the ritual of those type of
memorials, like bouquets tied to lampposts. I often
think about the value we assign to objects.
RP: I used to have a collection of photographs of desert shrines in Mexico, built in the middle of nowhere.
References to spirituality have been embedded in my
work for so long, I’m not sure where they come from
anymore. I’ve always been interested in attributing
meaning to everyday objects, often using items I find
while walking, like using broken old earphone cables to
make a dreamcatcher.
RM: Returning to the start of the project now, where
did the title come from?
RP: For some time, I’ve toyed with the idea of an outdoor exhibition, with a set of coordinates as invitation.
Then, in October, Eleanor posted one of her sculptures
on Instagram, which looks like a leg with a tealight
balanced on the foot. As soon as I saw it, I thought
we should work together on a two-person exhibition.
Standing in my back garden, I immediately sent her a
message with the title of the show. I was thinking not
only about what will happen when we emerge from the
pandemic, but also how East Wall itself might change.
EM: When you messaged me, I had just finished
watching the documentary, Notes on Rave in Dublin,
about the dance scene in the city in the 1990s and early 2000s. After seeing footage of illegal raves in the
deserted docklands, just around the corner, the title –
especially posed as a question – really resonated.
‘What Remains of This Place?’ unfolded on Instagram from 9 – 15 November 2020.
@whatremainsofthisplace

Rachel McIntyre is Gallery Manager at The
Douglas Hyde Gallery. Her background is in the
history of art and she has written about art for
the gallery and independently.

Richard Proffitt, Daydreamin’ Dude/If I Was In L.A., 2020, mixed media, sound, dimensions variable; courtesy of the artist

Left: Richard Proffitt, Untitled Future I, 2019, airdry clay, acrylic, varnish, willow,
metal chain, beer cap, sellotape, shoelace, fabric, headphone wire. Right: Eleanor
McCaughey, To accompany you on the way, 2020, oil and gouache on Fabriano, 70 ×
100 cm, courtesy of the artists

Bottom: Eleanor McCaughey, Pawn, 2020, Plaster and gouache, 20cm x 50cm Top:
Richard Proffitt, Treehouse, Oil and acrylic on paper, metal frame, 34cm x 34cm
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‘We Are Solitary’, installation view, Rua Red L-R: Louis Haugh, Needles, 2020, and 6.6kms south east of here, 2020; Vanessa Jones, HoMi Hand Plow, 2020, oil on canvas; photograph by Louis Haugh, courtesy the artists and Rua Red

“WE ARE SOLITARY” is possibly the best description of 2020 for

We Are Solitary
EVE PARNELL DISCUSSES A RECENT GROUP EXHIBITION AT
RUA RED BY NCAD MFA STUDENTS.

many people, since months of restrictions and lockdowns curtailed our
interactions with the outside world and each other. This phrase was also
the title of a group show at Rua Red (20 – 28 November 2020), organised
by the National College of Art & Design, MFA Fine Art programme and
Rua Red. The exhibition presented 12 artists, whose artworks reflect an
array of approaches that characterises our cultural moment at the crux of
this most unusual time in history.
The exhibition includes works by Kitsch Doom, Maree Egan, Louis
Haugh, Vanessa Jones, Lisa Karnauke, Ann-Marie Kirwan, James Leonard, Martyna Lebryk, Bara Palcik, Eve Parnell, Bettina Saroyan and guest
Lee Welch. From the moment you walk through the first set of doors,
you are met with curious sounds; large speakers stand like friendly guard
dogs, big black beasts that you want to rub as you stare with them into
the gallery.
Curated by Lee Welch – Studio Artist in NCAD’s School of Fine Art
(2020-21) – the white gallery space at Rua Red is in perfect balance. Each
work is equally represented, achieving harmonious interactions between
diverse styles and impulses across a spectrum of issues, from the personal
to the communal. The artworks delve into the past and play with our perception of reality by creating fictional worlds that reflect the one we live
in now.
There are no divisions. After Lisa Karnauke’s funky loudspeakers
sprawling in the hall, we glide into the light and immediately become
intrigued by a large opening, high up in the wall, filled with sap green
trees. This is not actually a window onto a forest, but an artwork by Louis
Haugh, titled 6.6kms south east of here, which looks at aspects of colonialism and ‘alien’ tree species. Curiously, it feels like those trees are looking in
and watching us. Deciding now is a good time to move to the next work,
I am relieved to engage with a large painting by Lee Welch. Soft pastel
colours contrast with strong architectural references. There is a flattening
of forms and a sense of the Italian atmosphere, maybe from the architec-
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ture suggested in the background, or the warm colours,
or it could be the suggestion of the classical, sculptural head, which makes the viewer want to explore and
negotiate with the painting.
Nearby, mounted on the wall, is a large, ultra
high-definition LED screen, turned on its side like a
portrait painting. All black, on moving closer, it seems
to come to life; something stirs in the darkness. Slowly revealed is a twisting wisp of white smoke, rising
attractively and meandering around itself but always
upwards – it seems to have somewhere to go. Is it at
this point the cigarette in the glass ashtray should be
mentioned? Maybe not. Slightly mesmerised by my
work, the wisps of white smoke seem to billow.
The next work, a painting by Vanessa Jones titled
Chain Link Roses, is reminiscent of a walled garden. It
is feminine and colourful, yet full enjoyment of the roses is denied to us by the chain link fence. The artist has
another painting in this exhibition, titled HoMi Hand
Plow, with both paintings offering a valuable comment
on femininity, strength and power. In the middle of
the room, suspended from the ceiling, are two large
photographic prints by Maree Egan, which capture the
essence of absent friends and foreign lands, examining
the human condition on a personal and collective level.
Turning back, two colour photographs seem pinned
to the walls. They are gritty, documentary-style images.
One features a burned-out car; the other, a woman in
an urban setting on a leash. Enlightened by theories on
gender, sociology and post-humanism, Kitsch Doom
brings the viewer on a journey of grim discoveries. In
the middle of the gallery is a floor-based screen, showing a moving image work by Anne-Marie Kirwan.
Split is the result of the artist’s transition from sculpture to video during lockdown. She deliberately pushes
the endurance limits of the human body, exploring a
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particular fascination with breathing – or rather, not
breathing. The viewer also undergoes a type of endurance, as we watch the artist experimenting under water.
Jimmy Leonard displays two vibrant canvases,
inspired by a workshop he did earlier in the year at Rua
Red. Colourful and edgy, the painting series is titled
‘Summer Breeze’ and is a grateful acknowledgement
from the artist to the community. En route to another part of the gallery, the viewer’s attention is pulled
by a mass of placards. These are paintings by Martyna
Lebryk; their presentation as protest is quite deliberate. The installation explores ideas of social agency and
identity in contemporary life.
Slipping out from between the placard paintings,
we swing into a darkened space. There are three artists
in here, and in the dark, it is hard to tell if one of them
is not still there. Kitsch Doom has left a figure lying
on a chair, with a projection on its face. On the wall,
a spotlight highlights a QR code, which links with a
video by Bettina Saroyan. The Creature in the Pink Box
came all the way from France. Saroyan is fascinated by
weaving and new technologies, such as coding. You’ve
got to be bold in here. And then Bara Palcik introduces
us to Earth Calling, a video of a figure, in a landscape,
in the dark, with sounds from space, specifically made
for Rua Red.
Eve Parnell is a graduate of NCAD, exhibiting
widely in solo shows across Europe.
eveparnell.com

‘We Are Solitary’ ran at Rua Red from 20 to 28
November 2020, with documentation circulated
via Instagram.
@we_are_solitary

Louis Haugh, Or like a matchstick, 2020; photography © and courtesy the artist

Martyna Lebryk, Protest, 2020, oil on canvas and paper with mixed media supports;
photograph by Louis Haugh, courtesy the artist and Rua Red

Anne-Marie Kirwan, Split, 2020, video; photograph by Louis Haugh, courtesy the artist and Rua Red
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Exhibition

Sandra Johnston and Richard Ashrowan, That Apart, 2019, multipart video work, installation view; photograph © Deutscher Künstlerbund, courtesy of the artists

SOME PLACES IN Berlin today still bear a certain tension which reflects

A Space Between
ALBERT WEIS DISCUSSES ‘THE BORDER’ AT DEUTSCHER
KÜNSTLERBUND, BERLIN.

the postwar era of the divided city. A similar kind of tension is also
visible in some parts of Northern Ireland, where fences, provisional walls,
abandonned army posts and waste lands mark the former border. Close to
where the wall once stood in Berlin’s city centre, which once divided the city
into east and west, the Deutsche Künstlerbund (a nationwide association
of German artists) hosted an exhibiton about the Northern Irish issue,
titled ‘the border’, which was scheduled to run from 11 September to 13
November 2020.
The exhibition examines the ways in which history is constructed and
how it affects the daily lives of citizens. ‘The border’ concerns itself with
the conflict in Northern Ireland and the underlying forces of identity,
nationalism and religion. Looking back to the Troubles, it is possible to
understand how political tensions emerge, what dangers they harbour and
how fragile democratic societies can be. Northern Ireland, however, also
represents how a violent conflict can be overcome. Following Brexit, the
border between the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland will become
an exterior European border. This will potentially result in a further partition of the island of Ireland, which some worry could be the trigger for
new troubles.
This project grew out of visits to Belfast at very different times – once
when the walls and war infrastructure still were present, and later, when
they became witnesses of the past. In the exhibition at Deutsche Künstlerbund, the space was divided into different zones by a metal structure,
forcing the visitor to decide for him or herself how to behave and how to
move within these spaces. The structure is reminiscent of the provisional
barriers in Belfast, separating neighbourhoods and protecting premises
from violence.
The structure also supplied space for Sandra Johnston’s multipart video
work, That Apart, and text-based work, Wait it Out – both of which were
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Mairéad McClean, No More, 2013, video, installation view; photograph © Deutscher Künstlerbund, courtesy of
the artist

previosly shown as part of her exhibition, ‘Wait it Out’, at
Project Art Centre, Dublin, in 2019. That Apart (produced
with Richard Ashrowan at Project and at IMMA) uses
improvisation processes to examine states of physical reaction
that arise in relation to a specific situation and in the moment
of making. Wait it Out recalls personal notes and memories of
the Troubles and relocates the visitor into the vague terrain of
the early days of the peace process.
Mairéad McClean’s two video works, No More and Broadcast 32172, refer to the internment policy of Northern Ireland’s then Prime Minister, Brian Faulkner, who introduced
imprisonment without trial. McClean’s father, a civil rights
activist, was among those arrested and interned in the notorious Long Kesh internment camp. McClean set the two videos in a loop, showing them on a cube monitor which was
set in a separate corridor, providing a specific viewing situation. Sound was an important aspect of these presented video works, precise and disruptive while also being part of the
physical action. All sounds were transmitted on earphones,
which overwhelmed and isolated the listener, while leaving
the space hauntingly silent.
Declan Clarke’s Group Portrait with Explosives, was presented in the centre of the exhibiton space. The film trac-

Declan Clarke, Group Portrait with Explosives, 2014, installation view; photograph © Deutscher Künstlerbund,
courtesy of the artist

es the paths of agricultural exports and those of the plastic
explosive Semtex from former Czechoslovakia to Northern
Ireland during the period of civil war in the 1970s. Group
Portrait with Explosives interweaves the historical-political
narratives of these two places with personal recollections of
South Armagh in the late 1970s and early 1980s, where the
artist spent time during his childhood. Mark Clare’s video,
Territorial Integrity, Self-determination, takes the viewer on a
Black Taxi tour through Belfast’s neighbourhoods, while the
driver explains the various politically-charged murals.
Susanne Bosch created a new series of collages from newspaper reports she collected between 2006 and 2012, when she
lived and worked in Belfast. These articles focus on various
annual processions commemorating the Battle of the Boyne.
Bosch juxtaposed this archival material with Hannah Arendt
quotes and current headlines about the Black Lives Matter
movement, as a way of highlighting other sociopolitical and
humanitarian values. Entitled Für eine aufstrebende Zukunft
(For an Emerging Future), these paper works were fixed onto
the window, which separates the space from the outside.
Eoghan McTigue’s multipart photographic work, The Glass
Album, consists of contact prints made from broken glass
plate negatives. These aerial photographs show the coastline

Mark Clare, Territorial Integrity, Self-determination, video, installation view; photograph © Deutscher
Künstlerbund, courtesy of the artist

of Donegal and Northern Ireland and refer to historical photographs taken by James Glass in the late 1870s. The contact
sheets record the landscape as well as the damage. There is a
sense of the landscape being scarred and broken, fractured
and distant.
‘The border’ opened in early September, right after the first
lockdown, when exhibitions were briefly possible again in
Berlin. Artist talks and film screenings were meant to accompany the exhibiton but were not possible, due to COVID-19
restricitions. The second lockdown then marked the end of
the exhibition in late October, two weeks earlier than planned.
Visiting the exhibition was a rather physical experience, both
in terms of the intense subject matter and the physical ways in
which visitors navigated the space, sounds and artworks, each
with an individual reality, presence and emotional intensity.
This physical aspect was all the more resonant since real-life
encounters with art haven’t been possible for many months,
both before and after this exhibition. Closed museums and
institutions, reduced public life and ongoing restrictions –
these shut downs created an atmosphere of insecurity that
may also foretell what we will face this year with Brexit.
Albert Weis is an artist who lives and works in Berlin.

Susanne Bosch, Für eine aufstrebende Zukunft (For an Emerging Future), 2020, installation view; photograph
© Deutscher Künstlerbund, courtesy of the artist
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Samhain Chléire zine, Oileán Air residency artists; photograph © and courtesy of the artists

SITUATED OFF CORK’S south-west coast, Oileán Chléire (Cape Clear) is

Listening to Gorse
RÓISÍN FOLEY DISCUSSES THE OILEÁN AIR RESIDENCY 2020
ON CAPE CLEAR ISLAND.

Ireland’s most southerly inhabited island and one of 26 EU Green Islands.
Ruairí Ó Donnabháin is the áisitheoir of Oileán Air, a residency that
invites artists from a broad range of disciplines to the island for a twomonth period (oileanair.com). Oileán Air aims to offer artists who work
with the Irish language the space and time to do so in a supportive and
stimulating environment. Brigid O’Dea, Vicky Langan and Noah Rose are
the most recent artists to have participated in the programme.
Ruairí set up the residency having lived on and off the island for two and
a half years, working on a self-directed MA in Choreography from DAS
Graduate School in Amsterdam. Culminating in a collaborative community-based performance in 2018 on Oileán Chléire, his MA research set
out to explore the Irish language as a potentially regenerative and progressive force. The performance was followed by further conversations with
its funders and Máirtín Ó Méalóid of Comharchumann Chleire Teo.1
Speaking about bringing the residency together Ruairí states: “For me it
was about the artistic or conceptual concern of who gets to speak the language and who gets to work with it”. For this reason, having a grasp of
Irish is a bonus but the main idea of the residency is to provide space for
artists who want to work with the language.
In March 2019, the first artists arrived on the island to begin the Oileán
Air residency. Since then, the programme has had a further two rounds.
Ruairí is around to help guide artists and to facilitate them in any way
that he can. As a practicing artist, he makes work alongside the visiting
artists and so imagines the programme as an artist-led experience. The
residency does not put pressure on artists, in terms of output. A fee is paid
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to artists and accommodation and working space is provided.
The only ask is that artists perform some sort of public gesture or engage with the island community or landscape in a
considered way.
The residency happens during the months of March and
April, September and October, which bookend the busy
tourist and Irish college season on the island. These months
are arguably more contemplative (due to the lack of crowds
and distractions) and more visceral, given the intense seasonal shifts and dramatic changes to the landscape occurring during these periods. Brigid, Vicky and Noah recently
completed the two-month residency, which took place from
September to October 2020, extending a little into November. They stayed together at Éirí na Gréine, which normally
houses Irish college students during the busy season.
Their close living became even closer as a result of the
COVID-19 restrictions, which also left the island even quieter. The artists lived well together and shared meals. They
took turns at bringing fuel in for the stove and took walks
together. Brigid, Vicky and Noah all have distinctly different
practices and varying levels of Irish, which made for a stimulating environment between the classrooms of the colaiste,
which are offered as workspace to the resident artists. Brigid
is a writer, Vicky is an artist who works primarily in sound,
and Noah comes from a sculptural background; yet their
practices are not limited to these disciplines.
At the beginning of the residency, carrying out preliminary research and getting to know the island was a priority
for all of the artists. Séamus Ó Drisceoil of the local distillery
ran what Vicky called a ‘hedge school’, sharing local history
and lore in Irish at the visitor centre, on a kayaking trip and
around a fire. This was a good way to settle, gain confidence
and practice their Irish. Walking the island’s full five-kilometre stretch was also an important way to do this.
Brigid, Vicky and Noah all describe the island’s landscape
in an expansive and layered way. Becoming familiar with this
new environment was a process that materialised in much
of their work. Having been led by island birds on her walks,
Brigid arranged to meet Steve Wing of the island observatory. For Brigid “the company was the natural world” and
she focused on producing a children’s story in Irish about a
bird that takes a journey around the island. It looks at ideas
around identity, ecology and belonging – an apt reflection,
given that a large portion of the island is considered as settled
“blow-ins”.
Vicky built her research from deep listening in particular
places, and with particular plants that she struck up conversations with, having connected with them on her walks. She
also made photographs and film. In her sonic work, Vicky
lowered a microphone into Poll an Amhrais (the ‘Hole of
Doubt’), collaborating with the natural phenomena in operatic fashion. She also described listening to a gorse bush. Her

Residency
work from this time maps the deeper lucidities we find when
we develop relationships with place.
Noah’s interest in the residency had specific relevance to
his ongoing PhD research at Glasgow School of Art, provisionally titled ‘Making Words Matter – materialising minority language as contemporary sculptural practice in a shifting
Europe’. He speaks of materialising the Irish language as a
repository for culture and the potential for it to reimagine
society. Choosing to work with physical materials, Noah
produced work using traditional letter-cutting techniques
on stone sourced on the island. The lettering depicts a poem,
sourced from the National Folklore Collection (duchas.
ie), and opened up many ideas relating to translation in his
research.
As a result of the pandemic, it was difficult to organise
the performances and events around the island that the artists had intended. As a gesture to the community, the artists
(including Ruairí, who is currently studying an MA in Art an
Environment through the Sherkin Island strand of TU Dublin) dedicated two weeks to creating a limited edition zine,
which they couriered to each of the residents on the island
on Halloween night. The zine is possibly the most accurate

Vicky Langan, residency research image; photograph © and courtesy of the artist
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record of the Oileán Air experience and is a manifestation of
topics that the artists explored, but which were not as obvious in their individual work. These topics included the curios
prevalent in ‘islandness’ and its almost anarchic social organisation, understanding the island as something in itself, and
the delicate and sometimes harsh relationships that must be
maintained with it.
Ruairí speaks of Oileán Air as an invitation to open a conversation that continues beyond the residency. Former residents have maintained this conversation, some participating
in a féile last August. Brigid has shared her work with the
local school, Noah will return to install another piece and
Vicky has created work for the local radio station. It is hoped
that future residents will contribute to the development of
the island as a place for cultural enquiry and imagining.
Róisín Foley is an independent curator and writer
based in West Cork.
Notes
Oileán Air is supported by an Engaging Communities Grant from Cork
County Council Arts Office, and by Comharchumann Chleire Teo, Ealaín na Gaeltachta and CREATE.
1

Noah Rose, Ní rabhas ach seal / It was only a matter of time, sculptural typographic installation, hand-carved Cló Gaelach letters in found stone;
photograph © and courtesy the artist

Vicky Langan, residency research image; photograph © and courtesy of the artist
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Opportunities

GRANTS, AWARDS,
OPEN CALLS, COMMISSIONS
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To keep up-to-date with the
latest opportunities, visit
visualartists.ie/adverts

Residencies

Funding / Awards / Commissions

Per Cent for Art, Merlin College, Galway
The Board of Management of Merlin College,
Galway, wishes to commission public artwork
under the Per Cent for Art Scheme which is
funded by the Department of Education and
Skills.
Merlin College is a secondary school founded
in 2013 in one of the most vibrant, diverse and
multicultural communities in Ireland, the East
Galway suburb of Doughiska. A cutting-edge
art school was established at the college in 2014.
A budget of up to €51,000 will cover artists’
fees, production and installation costs, and all
other associated costs.
The commission is open to visual artists and
can be a single piece of art or multiple pieces.
All work must include meaningful contribution
and participation by students and the work must
reflect the ethos of the school and be cognisant
of the community and the context in which it
will be displayed.

Offaly Arts Office Arts Acts Grants
The Offaly County Council Arts Office has
opened applications for their 2021 Arts Acts
Grants. The annual funding scheme provides
support to communities that wish to engage in
workshops, projects, presentations and events.
The funds also seek to stimulate public interest
in the arts and promote the knowledge, appreciation and practice of the arts.
Every year communities use these grants to
develop art and performances in their communities. Applicants should be based in County
Offaly and plan to undertake an artistic project
in County Offaly. Approved projects should
take place before 19 November 2021. Funding
is €500 per organisation.
Offaly Arts Office are also asking applicants
to include in the application, contingency planning, in other words to come up with a plausible
Plan B scenario that would still fit into the criteria of the scheme, if we are faced with further
lockdowns in 2021.

Living Environments, Little Islands, Greece
The Little Islands Festival (LIF) is seeking artists of all nationalities for their ‘Living Environments’ programme. Applications are open to
artists experimenting with new forms of audiovisual art and media including mapping projection, multimedia, interactive installations, virtual
reality and performance.
LIF intersects the junction of culture, memory, nature and public art. Cost of travel, accommodation, material and production, logistics and
promotion are provided for successful candidates but no artist fee is given.
Sikinos, a small island in the southern
Cyclades, is well-known for its natural beauty,
lack of mass tourism, and its fortified settlement
of Kastro. For these reasons Sikinos was chosen
as a symbol for ‘Living Environments’ and the
LIF invites artists to “mobilise the myth, the
mystery, and the imagination, which will envision how the different and dynamic cultural
heritage of the Aegean landscape narrates experiences and shapes everyday life.”

Deadline
Monday, 18 January

Deadline
Wednesday, 20 January, 15:00

Deadline
Wednesday, 20 January

Web
merlincollege.ie

Web
offaly.ie/arts

Web
littleislandsfest.com

Deadline
Sunday, 31 January

Email
john.cleary@gretb.ie

Email
arts@offalycoco.ie

Email
littleislandsfestival@gmail.com

Web
comicarteurope.eu

Tel
+353 (0)91 76 9000

Tel
+353 (0)5 7934 6800

Tel
+30 (0)698 052 4916

Email
info@comicarteurope.eu

Arts Council Visual Arts Bursary Award
The Arts Council Visual Arts Bursary Award is
accepting applications from individual artists.
The purpose of the award is to support professional artists, at any stage of their career, to
develop their artistic skills and practice by providing them with the time and resources necessary to think, research, reflect, and engage critically with their art.
The Arts Council states that “the award
emphasises the value and benefit to an artist’s
development derived from an extended process
of engagement with their practice.” The maximum amount awarded is €20,000.
Please note that applications will only be
accepted through the Arts Council’s online services website. It is recommended that applicants
allow five working days for registration prior to
making an application.
The application is open to all professional artists and curators who are residents in the
Republic of Ireland.

MediaFutures Open Calls
MediaFutures – a three-year innovation project
supported by the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation programme – has
put out three open calls to offer grant funding to
artists and startups. They are looking for artists
with an innovative artwork concept and production process that critically and materially explore
data and technology to question and comment
on its impact on individuals and society. Artists
participate in a six-month residency programme.
They are also looking for teams of startups
and artists to collaboratively develop new concepts of data technology and the arts. Successful
applicants will take part in a six-month mixed
residency and accelerator programme.
The residency will run for six months with
multiple phases with different support packages,
but artist grants range from €5,000 to €30,000.

Arts Council Markievicz Award
Applications are now open for the Markievicz
Award. The purpose of the Markievicz Award
is to: honour Countess Constance de Markievicz as the first woman to be elected to parliament; and to provide support for artists from all
backgrounds and genres to buy time and space
in order to develop new work that reflects on
the role of women in the period covered by the
Decade of Centenaries and beyond.
Markievicz Award recipients will receive
€20,000 and awards will be made to up to five
applicants each year. Joint applications are welcomed.
The award is administered by the Arts Council on behalf of the Department of Tourism,
Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media and
is open via a public call to artists working in
all arts genres supported by the Arts Council.
All applications must be made using the Arts
Council’s Online Services.

Deadline
4 February, 17:30

Singapore Art Museum Residencies
Singapore Art Museum (SAM) Residencies, a
programme of Singapore Art Museum, is now
accepting applications for the 2021 cycle for
three residencies – the Artist Residency, the
Community & Education Residency, and the
Curatorial & Research Residency. Selected residents will be hosted in Singapore between July
2021 and March 2023, for a period of between
one to six months.
Open to both Singapore-based and international practitioners, across all arts disciplines,
the 2021 cycle focuses on processes and practices which engage with: notions of ‘intimacy’
and/or ‘infrastructures’; and the impact of technology on contemporary life – sociability of the
internet; connectivity and capacity of networked
platforms; agency and empowerment in civic
technology; and digital participatory platforms.
SAM Residencies supports residents with:
1 x return airfare on economy class; a monthly
stipend of SGD $1500 (€935~); housing allowance; a studio space or co-working space; an
‘ideas lab’ – a shared space where anyone is free
to post (physically), respond, explore and flesh
out ideas-in-progress; and support from the
museum and the residencies team.

Deadline
Thursday, 28 January, 17:30

Comic Art Europe Residencies and Projects
Comic Art Europe has put out an open call for
projects from European authors with the theme
of a ‘vision for tomorrow’. All forms including
shows, comics and exhibitions are welcome as
long as they are within the comics medium.
As a medium, comics have borne witness to
societal issues and changes in recent decades
and with the COVID-19 pandemic still raging,
Comic Art Europe invites artists and authors to
envision the world of tomorrow.
Five projects will be selected with a €5,000
grant, a per diem and travel costs and a twoweek residency in one of the four partner cities
(Lyon, France; Brussels, Belgium; Barcelona,
Spain; and Kendal, UK) awarded to each artist.
Presentation of work at events and exhibitions
will take place in 2022.

Web
artscouncil.ie/available-funding

Deadline
Thursday, 28 January

Web
artscouncil.ie/available-funding

Deadline
Sunday, 28 February 2021

Email
awards@artscouncil.ie

Web
mediafutures.eu

Email
awards@artscouncil.ie

Web
singaporeartmuseum.sg/residencies

Tel
+353 (0)1 6180 200 / +353 (0)1 6180243

Email
info@mediafutures.eu

Tel
+353 (0)1 6180 200 / +353 (0)1 6180243

Email
residencies@singaporeartmuseum.sg

Lifelong
Learning
Winter 2021

WE ARE CONTINUING to run our Lifelong Learning programme online using Zoom
(zoom.us), with a full schedule of regular events planned for the Winter months, including
talks, webinars, helpdesks, clinics and Visual Artists Cafés.
VAI members can attend our Lifelong Learning programme at reduced rates and can
also watch a selection of our previous Lifelong Learning Webinars, via the Members
Area of the Visual Artists Ireland website (visualartists.ie).
To book a place for any of our upcoming events – and to get updates on new events –
please visit visualartists.ie and sign-up to our mailing list.

Helpdesks / Clinics

Webinars / Talks
Artist Talk: Lawerence Abu Hamdan with
Mayaan Sheleff
Date/Time: 12 January. 14:00–15:00.
Places: 70
Cost: €5 (VAI members) /
€10 (Non-members)
Adapting to a Changing Landscape –
Rethinking Presentation (Wicklow)
Date/Time: 14 January. 15:00–16:00
Places: 70
Cost: €5 (VAI members) /
€10 (Non-members)
Artist Talk: International Practice –
Katie Holten (Kilkenny)
Date/Time: 19 January. 18:00–19:00
Places: 70
Cost: €5 (VAI members) /
€10 (Non-members)
What Makes a Good Website? –
Emma O’Dwyer
Date/Time: 21 January. 11:00–12:00
Places: 70
Cost: €5 (VAI members) /
€10 (Non-members)

Peer Critique (Kilkenny) – Session 1
Date/Time: 28 January. 10:00–12:30
Places: 70
Cost: €5 (VAI members) /
€10 (Non-members)

Wednesday 13 January
VAI Helpdesk (Shelly McDonnell)
Time: 14:00 – 17:00
Places: 6
Cost: FREE

Peer Critique (Kilkenny) – Session 2
Date/Time: 4 February. 10:00–12:30
Places: 70
Cost: €5 (VAI members) /
€10 (Non-members)

Thursday 21 January
What makes a good website
(Emma O’Dwyer)
Time: 14:00 – 17:00
Places: 6
Cost: FREE (Kerry-based artists)

Working with Curators
Date/Time: 17 February. 11:00–12:00
Places: 70
Cost: €5 (VAI members) /
€10 (Non-members)

Visual Artist Cafés
Sculpture Dublin:
O’Connell Plinth
Date/Time: 26 January. 15:00 – 16:30
Places: 70
Cost: FREE.
Café: Wicklow
Date/Time: 28 January. 15:00 – 16:30
Places: 50
Cost: €5 (VAI members) /
€10 (Non-members)

Lifelong Learning Partners

Thursday 27 January
Writing About Your Work (Joanne Laws)
Time: 14:00 – 17:00
Places: 6
Cost: €15 (VAI members) /
€30 (Non-members)

Café: Focus on Artist-Led Initiatives
(South Dublin)
Date/Time: 2 February. 15:00 – 16:30
Places: 70
Cost: €5 (VAI members) /
€10 (Non-members)
Sculpture Dublin:
Smithfield
Date/Time: 23 February. 15:00 – 16:30
Places: 70
Cost: FREE.

cohost takes the form of a
temporary online space and
publication, hosting the works
of the researchers and artists of
the 2021 MA in Art & Research
Collaboration (ARC), IADT.
From Thursday 14 to Sunday 24
January 2021, cohost will take up
space online (not a whole lot, but
some). Find us on www.cohost.fyi
or via thelab.ie
#cohostonline

Jamie Cross, Beam, 2020, cardboard packaging tube, iridescent roll, fridge light, duct tape, electrical plug, 163 x 5 cm

cohost

